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Michele Obama’s Let’s Move!

Child Care Initiative Recognizes
Lake-view Hamilton for Meeting National Goals
to Prevent Childhood Obesity
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Children learn about spaghetti squash during a cooking class at Lakeview Child Center Hamilton.
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ier future for children and families across Mercer County,” responsibility as a childcare provider to instill healthy habits
says LuAnn Wood, vice president of Lakeview Child Center. in our children and help them and their families make posi“Each of our six centers is working toward achieving Let’s tive lifestyle changes.”
Move! Child Care Recognition in 2014.”
Continued on page 50
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The

Magic Of
Christmas
Brought To You By

Christmas Store
100s of life-like 1ft to 20ft Christmas Trees, Wreaths, Lighting Sets, 1000s of Tree
2UQDPHQWV2XWGRRUΖQȵDWDEOHV6WRFNLQJV%HDXWLIXO&ROOHFWDEOH7UHH7RSSHUV
+DQXNNDK'HFRUDWLRQV7UHH6NLUWV1DWLYLWLHV

:H6SHFLDOL]HΖQ3HUVRQDOL]HG2UQDPHQWV
6WRFNLQJVȂ:H$OVR0DNH&XVWRP%RZV2I$OO6L]HV

2013
Nicholas
IMPORTANT NOTICE: 10% discount is only applicable to Christmas related merchandise. 10%
discount applies to in-stock merchandise only and does not apply to special orders. Discount will
be taken from the original price of the qualifying item(s). Items that are display, as is or have been
previously discounted are excluded from this offer. This offer cannot be combined with any other offers,
promotions or discounts. Coupon applies to only one qualifying items per transaction & cannot be used
on multiple items or transactions. Coupon must be presented at time of purchase and no adjustments
will be made for absent coupons after the transaction has been completed. Price adjustment on
previous purchases are excluded. This coupon has no cash value. COUPON EXPIRES 12/23/2013.
MST-10OFF

ȏZZZQMFKULVWPDVVWRUHFRP
Next to: Six Flags Great Adventure 532 Monmouth Road Clarksburg, NJ 08510

Pubs 12/1/2013
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Make Your Move.
#&+!20,+ġ

Prudential Real Estate received the highest numerical score among full service real estate firms for first-time and
repeat home buyers and first-time home sellers in the proprietary J.D. Power 2013 Home Buyer/Seller Study.SM
Study based on 4,371 total evaluations measuring 5 firms and measures opinions of individuals who bought and
sold a home in the past 12 months. Proprietary study results are based on experiences and perceptions of
consumers surveyed April-June 2013. Your experiences may vary. Visit jdpower.com

Ī/"/BłHE=PAO)) JEJ@ALAJ@AJPHUKSJA@=J@KLAN=PA@>NKGANIAI>ANKB/"/BłHE=PAO)) -NQ@AJPE=H PDA-NQ@AJPE=HHKCK=J@PDA/K?GOUI>KH=NANACEOPANA@OANRE?AI=NGO
KB-NQ@AJPE=H#EJ=J?E=H &J?=J@EPONAH=PA@AJPEPEAO NACEOPANA@EJI=JUFQNEO@E?PEKJOSKNH@SE@A2OA@QJ@ANHE?AJOASEPDJKKPDAN=BłHE=PEKJSEPD-NQ@AJPE=H"MQ=H%KQOEJC,LLKNPQJEPU
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Elder  Care:  

I

“Are you trying to take care of your parents,
while raising your children?”
“Are you part of the sandwich generation?”

n memory of our mother, Lorraine Giordano, we would like to discuss important information on elder care and necessary precautions to take during a health crisis. With the
I[[Q[\IVKMWN IVI\\WZVMaIVLXMZ[WVITQV[QOP\NZWUW]ZW_VM`XMZQMVKM[_M_IV\\WN]TÅTTW]Z
mission of raising awareness and educating families by providing this monthly information.
In addition, Lorraine’s I Believe Foundation will spread awareness and options to choose from
regarding brain radiation-www.LorraineIBelieveFoundation.com

The Suggestion of The Month – If you have your own foundation, you can dedicate the
donations to be sent directly to your foundation /charity of your choice. For example, any
money that is raised for our foundation www.LorrainesIBelieveFoundation.com is sent directly
to Make- A- Wish New Jersey . Make-A-Wish will keep track of all the incoming money raised
under your account. The goal would be to “fund a wish” for a child . For more information
visit www.nj.wish.org or www.LorrainesIBelieveFoundation.com. Q

REVERSE MORTGAGES: PROS & CONS

R

everse mortgages allow homeowners to borrow against
\PMQZPWUM¼[MY]Q\a_PQTM[\QTTUIQV\IQVQVOW_VMZ[PQXIVL
continuing to live in the house. Reverse mortgages can greatly
increase a retiree’s income stream and enable seniors to live
more comfortably by using their largest asset, their home. You
KIVKPWW[MPW_aW]_IV\\WZMKMQ^M\PMQVKWUM"Å`MLUWV\PTa
payments, lump sum, a line of credit or some combination of
these options. The amounts received are not taxable, but the
funds you have when you die will be included in your estate.
AW]PI^M\WJMW^MZaMIZ[WTL\WY]ITQNaIVLPW_U]KP
aW]Y]ITQNaNWZ_QTTLMXMVLWV\PM^IT]MWN aW]ZPWUMaW]ZIOM
and interest rates. The more your home is worth, the lower in\MZM[\ZI\M[IZMIVL\PMWTLMZaW]IZM\PMUWZMaW]_QTTY]ITQNa
for. The loan is repaid when the last surviving borrower dies,
borrower permanently moves out of the residence (borrower
can live in a nursing home or other medical facility before the
home must be sold) or sells the property. Another good thing is
that a reverse mortgage is a “non-recourse loan” and the bor-

rower will never owe more than the value of their home even THE LAW OFFICE OF BARRY M. WEINER
if they outlive the loan and collect more in monthly payments DOING GOOD THINGS FOR GOOD PEOPLE
For Over 35 Years, We Have Helped Thousands of
than their house is worth. This means that your heirs will never
People Like You, Buy, Sell, Preserve and
owe anything but a reverse mortgage will decrease your home
Protect Their Homes, Businesses & Families.
MY]Q\aIVL\PQ[_QTTZML]KM\PMIUW]V\TMN\\WaW]ZPMQZ[QN aW]
have spent the money you received.
ESTATE PLANNING
?QTT[<Z][\[-[\I\M8ZM[MZ^I\QWV
The biggest negative is the cost of a reverse mortgage. They
can include loan origination fees, mortgage insurance fees, apREAL ESTATE
praisal fees and other costs that are extremely high when comResidential & Commercial
pared to a traditional mortgage. These costs are not paid out
BUSINESS
of pocket but are rolled into the loan. In addition, the borrow8]ZKPI[M;ITM:MY]QZML)OZMMUMV\[
er is still responsible for paying taxes, homeowners insurance,
Telephone: 732-294-0880
maintenance costs and other expenses. If these are not paid,
Fax: 732-294-8806
the loan can go into default and called due immediately. Please
31 West Main Street, Freehold, NJ 07728
do your due diligence before entering into a reverse mortgage.
Visit us at estatecare.net
+ITT\PMIZMI7NÅKMNWZ)OQVOQN aW]PI^MY]M[\QWV[IVLLWVW\
Free Consultation and Evening & Weekend
allow anyone to pressure you into taking out a reverse mortAppointments are Available
gage. Q

From Our Family to Yours...
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;\INÅVO)OMVKQM[5MIV*][QVM[[
By: Susan Heckler

I

n recent years with our teetering economy, many businesses have emerged or grown because of the uncer\IQV\a7VM[]KPJ][QVM[[Q[[\INÅVOIOMVKQM[
;\INÅVO WZ :MKZ]Q\QVO )OMVKQM[ KIUM QV\W N]TT JTWWU
L]ZQVO?WZTL?IZ11QV\PM!¼[<PMZM_I[IVMML\WÅTT
the gap where employees left a job to serve in the military.
At the end of the war, thousands of men and women came
home with new skills added. The focus at that point was to
place the employee.
With the strong economy of the 1970’s, there was a shift
from working for the employee to working for the employer.
During this period of comparative prosperity and growth,
large companies began outsourcing their hiring efforts to
recruiting companies. Even companies with large Human
Resources departments used recruiters, or headhunters, to
streamline their hiring efforts.
;\INÅVO IOMVKQM[ PI^M UIVa JMVMÅ\[ \W JW\P \PM RWJ
hunter and the prospective employer. The agencies do an
M`PI][\Q^M[MIZKP_PMV\ZaQVO\WÅTTIRWJWXMVQVO)KKWZLing the Erich Radlmann, Managing Partner of Spherion
;\INÅVO_Q\PWNÅKM[QV<QV\WV.ITT[8ZQVKM\WV*ZQLOM_I\MZ
and Bethlehem, PA, they have screened up to 1,800 appli-

KIV\[\WÅTTR][\WVM^IKIVKa;XPMZQWV][M[I[[M[[UMV\[
\W LM\MZUQVM \PM Å\ NWZ N]\]ZM MUXTWaUMV\ <PM MUXTWaMZKIV\PMVQV\MZ^QM_\PM\WX\PZMM\WÅ^MIXXTQKIV\[_PW
IZMJM[\[]Q\ML\WÅTT\PMXW[Q\QWV1\Q[I\QUM[I^MZIVLIT[W
UWZMMNÅKQMV\PI^QVO[WUMWVM_Q\PM`XMZ\Q[MM^IT]I\MZMsumes for you.
This also saves time for the employee, instead of wasting
\QUMIVLUWVMaOWQVO\WQV\MZ^QM_[\PI\IZMVW\IOWWLÅ\
1N \PMIXXTQKIV\Q[VW\IOWWLÅ\NWZ\PI\WVMWXMVQVO\PMa
IZMWVÅTMNWZ]XKWUQVOWXMVQVO[
The Radlmann family has 25 years of experience in
[\INÅVOIVLW_VIVLWXMZI\M\PMNW]Z;XPMZQWVNZIVKPQ[M[
A Netherlands based holding company owns Spherion and
:IVL[\IL +WUJQVML \PMa IZM \PM [MKWVL TIZOM[\ [\INÅVO
agency in the world with over 150 franchise locations. They
have a good handle on the local employment situation as
well as national.
Mr. Radlmann stated that while businesses had previously cut back on staff because of the economic downturn,
slowly but surely the job market is improving. Even so, many
employers are hesitant to go out and hire, especially full time
[\INN1\Q[PIZL\WÅVLY]ITQ\aXMWXTM[WUIVaKWUXIVQM[IZM

hiring temporary employees with the intent-to-hire if the
situation works out. Temporary employees give a company
a chance to try a candidate out before committing. You get
the help you need and some time to gage whether this per[WV_QTTJMIOWWLÅ\IVLQN aW]_IV\\WSMMX\PMXW[Q\QWV
part time or will full time suit your needs. Mr. Radlmann
states that 80% of our openings with Monmouth County
Continued on page 50

“Your Search Ends Here”

$SSUDLVDOV5HSDLUV&XVWRP'HVLJQ
&RPPXQLRQ &RQILUPDWLRQ*LIWV
-XGDLF6KRS -HZHOU\

YOUR HOLIDAY WISH LIST BEGINS HERE!
We Have Everything For Your Fingers, Neck and Ears!
&INE *EWELRY s 4RENDY s #OSTUME s *UDAICA s #HARMS
#HILDREN 4EEN 4WEEN  4EACHER 'IFTS 3TOCKING 3TUFFERS AND
So Much More!
We Buy Your Gold, Trade in for Something Special
This Holiday Season!

Jewelers
for
Generations
7HQQHQW5RDG/RFDWHGRQ5RXWH
0DQDODSDQ1-
ZZZ*ROG17LPHFRP
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A Smile Lasts Forever...

Orthodontics for Children & Adults

Victor Kong, DDS, MS
Specialty License #5544

t*OWJTBMJHO$FSUJĕFE
t$PNQSFIFOTJWF.JOPS5SFBUNFOUT
t.BKPS*OTVSBODFT"DDFQUFE
t*OUFSFTU'SFF1BZNFOU1MBOT

Please call for a free, no-pressure consultation.
609-259-3250

$BSST5BWFSO3PBEt$MBSLTCVSH.JMMTUPOF5PXOTIJQ
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The Old City Hall of Bordentown

An example of the different
architectural styles in the city, an Italianate style home

BORDENTOWN
Past and the Present

O

By: Pam Teel

ne of the nicest things about
living in this area is that we
have so many small, established towns to visit. Towns
that have stores and restaurants and other activities,
throughout the year, that keep
you going back for more. One
of those towns that I love is Bordentown, located in BurTQVO\WV +W]V\a IVL I UMZM \_MV\aÅ^M UQV]\M[ NZWU \PM
Millstone area (closer if you live in the Allentown area). Bordentown is the town that has everything to offer. The town
is so rich in history; they can boast that many famous people
once lived there. Joseph Bonaparte, ex- king of Spain and
Naples, and brother of the famed Napoleon Bonaparte built
a mansion by the river with underground tunnels that went
directly to the river as an escape route. Some of the tunnel
still exists today. He’s not the only so called famous person
to ever to live in the town. Francis Hopkinson, a signer of
the Declaration of Independence, Thomas Paine, who authored the 1776 pamphlet “Common Sense” which helped
QOVQ\M\PM:M^WT]\QWVIVL+TIZI*IZ\WV_PW[\IZ\ML\PMÅZ[\
public school in 1852, took up residence at one time or other
in the town.
The city goes back to the 1600’s when Thomas Farn-

sworth, an English Quaker, moved up the Delaware River
from Burlington. In 1682, he built a home on a bluff overlooking the river. During this period there were only about
23 known families in the distant area settling around what
Q[VW_+WT]UJ][+PM[\MZÅMTLIVL_PI\JMKIUMSVW_VI[
Farnsworth landing, which was located at the junction of
Crosswicks Creek and the Delaware. To visit a neighbor
meant a days trek through the thick woodlands; the same
_WWLTIVL[ \PI\ _MZM IT[W NZMY]MV\ML Ja 6I\Q^M )UMZQKIV
Indians.
Joseph Borden arrived in the area around 1717 and a
UMZM[Q`aMIZ[TI\MZIKY]QZMLUW[\WN \PMTIVL\PI\Q[VW_
Bordentown City. He established a ferry service to cross the
river and by 1740 had a line of stagecoaches and boats traveling between New York and Philadelphia. This area soon
became the center of trade for the region. Thomas Borden
was a liberal who envisioned a lot of things for his town.
He was successful in the building up of the town, which at
that time had 65 established homes. He had a nearby rival
named William Trent who built up an area called Trent’s
Towne and by 1748 had built over 100 homes surpassing
Borden’s town (Trent’s Towne later was renamed Trenton).
As the colonies increased in population, Bordentown’s crossroads location attracted many visitors as they traveled to and
Continued on page 44

The Clara Barton Schoolhouse
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Exceptional Painting Services

MORE FUN WITH LESS COMMERCIALS!
JERSEY TRAFFIC & WEATHER

Your NEW Afternoon Drive Show:
Mon. - Fri. PM 4-6

iÜÃÊi>`iÃÊUÊ/À>vwÊVÊUÊ7i>Ì iÀ

Tune-In
Every Thursday
For Cami G’s
Family Calendar

Residential & Commercial
Interior & Exterior
Pressure & Powerwashing
Dry Wall Installation & Repair
Wallpaper Removal
Deck Staining & Sealing
Custom Painting and Carpentry
&REE %STIMATES s &ULL )NSURED s ,OCAL 2EFERENCES
Serving Mercer & Monmouth Counties

LISTEN LIVE!
WWW.TOMMYGSHOW.COM
ALSO AVAILABLE ON

Bob Ingle

Every Friday at 5PM
iÜÊ9ÀÊ/i
best selling author,
>iÌÌÊ ÕÃÌÃ]
and radio Personality

Bob Ingle

Frank Korzenko, Owner
Fkkorzenko@gmail.com
Contractor License #13VH07078400
52 Yellow MeeTINGHOUSE 2OAD -ILLSTONE 4WP .* 

www.kel-kor.net
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The Amish Market- A Taste of
8MVV[aT^IVQI,]\KP+TW[M\W0WUM
By: Susan Heckler

W

buy meals, sandwiches, drinks, ribs, and chicken to eat there
or bring home. A business by the same name is nestled on
the road between Lancaster and Intercourse, PA. Willow
Valley Meats give a fresher twist to meats, poultry, and eggs,
many prepared in the Amish tradition like their sausages.
Dutch Pretzel has amazing ice cream roll-ups and fresh
soft pretzels, handmade all day. King’s Crafts is a great
XTIKM\WÅVLW]\LWWZWZVIUMV\[IVLVW^MT\QM[NWZ\PMPWUM
Dutch Bulk Dry Foods offers the jams, jellies, cereals, and
JISQVOVMML[aW]_QTTÅVL[MZ^MLWV\PMQZ\IJTM[7VMWN Ua
favorite stops is Dutch Kountry Kitchen where they offer
baked goods, donuts, and all kinds of pies. Just going there
to inhale is such a treat.

e have recently published articles on Lancaster
Pennsylvania and the Amish areas to visit. The
“Amish Country” is scenic and exploring their
culture is both fun and interesting. Some of the big perks of
visiting ‘The Pennsylvania Dutch” is the wonderful food and
great handmade items.
If you don’t have time to visit them to sample their
wares, they have brought them closer to your home. Amish
Markets seem to have sprung up all over the place. There is
M^MVWVMQV\PMPMIZ\WN 5IVPI\\IV 1ÅVL\PI\QV\MZM[\QVO
since I was under the impression that they do not drive cars.
I recently discovered the Amish Market at the Columbus Farmers Market near the Columbus Flea Market. The
stores are open Thursday, Friday and Saturday only. They
have brought authentic foods and retail items from Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. The Amish Market draws hundreds of shoppers from all surrounding areas.
The vendors include Stoltzfus Bar-B-Que where you can

The Amish Market
draws hundreds of shoppers from all
surrounding areas.
Riehl’s Deli & Subs is a great place to get soups, salads,
cold cuts, cheese, and pies to enjoy there or in the comfort
of your own home. J&L Candy sells candy, chocolates, gum,
IVLMLQJTMVW^MT\QM[aW]ÅVLQV,]\KP+W]V\Za244I_V
Furniture & Crafts sells the sheds; furniture, tapestries, lawn
furniture, linen, and crafts the Amish are known for.
Columbus Farmers Market Complex is Delaware ValTMa¼[WTLM[\IVLTIZOM[\ÆMIUIZSM\
1V[QLMIVLW]\aW]_QTTÅVLNZM[PXZWL]KMIVL[MINWWL
excellent meats, delicious baked goods, household and dec-

orative items, clothing and accessories. The Outdoor Flea
Market has new and used merchandise with many great
food vendors located throughout the property. You can buy
ÆW_MZ[XTIV\[IVLOIZLMVWZVIUMV\[I\;\WVMa*ZWWS/IZden Center.
The Columbus Farmers Market originally started in
1919 as a cattle and horse auction in the town of Columbus.
In 1929, it moved to 30 acres at its present location on Route
206 and was then owned by three brothers, Irving, Harry
and Frank Tallman as well as a fourth owner, Harry Rupp.
Over the years, a variety of farm animals were sold
and auctioned including chickens, ducks, and cattle, milking cows, calves, sheep and hogs. Machinery auctions were
conducted and fresh eggs were a big seller. This was rural
)UMZQKII\Q\[ÅVM[\
<_W [MZQW][ ÅZM[ WVM QV !  IVL I [MKWVL QV !
destroyed several buildings. At one point in its long history,
the site also included a diner, a bank and a carnival, which
Continued on page 50
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*MI]\QN]T;UQTM[NZWU/WWL?WZSIVL/WWL,MML[#
Monroe Orthodontics
By: Susan Heckler

O

VM WN  \PM ÅZ[\ \PQVO[ [WUMWVM _QTT VW\QKM IJW]\ aW] Q[ aW]Z [UQTM )
beautiful smile leaves a lasting impression on everyone you meet,
at any age.
There are many dentists who will do orthodontic work on their patients, but an orthodontist is a dental specialist who has received two to
three years of additional training and experience. Your orthodontist
is able to straighten teeth, correct misaligned jaw structure, and improve the function of your smile.
The American Association of Orthodontists recommends that
KPQTLZMVÅZ[\^Q[Q\IVWZ\PWLWV\Q[\IZW]VL\PMIOMWN [M^MV#PW_M^MZ
orthodontic treatment is not exclusive to children and teens. ApproxQUI\MTaWVMQVM^MZaÅ^MWZ\PWLWV\QKXI\QMV\[Q[W^MZ\PMIOMWN 
Whether you have a bad bite, crowded teeth or spaced apart, abnorUITXIQVWZXZM[[]ZMWZIZMQV[MIZKPWN IUWZMKWVÅLMV\[UQTM\PMZM
are a variety of braces and appliances that are comfortable, aesthetic,
and customized to meet your needs. Dr. Leiva is a Preferred Provider for
Invisalign. Invisalign aligners are made of a virtually invisible plastic. That
means not having to feel self-conscious about how you look while your smile is
being corrected and perfected.
While Dr. Susan Leiva works in Monroe Township, she is a Jersey girl. She grew up in
Bergen County, New Jersey and has made her home in Monroe Township. She and her eleven
year old daughter, Izabella, “the light of her life” call Monroe Township home with a dog
named Lola. The family enjoys dancing, shopping, theatre, and listening to all kinds of music.
They also love watching football and baseball, and are huge Yankees fans.
Living and working in the same area thoroughly entrenches you in the local community.
;PMIVLPMZ\MIUWN LMLQKI\MLWNÅKM[\INN MVRWaOQ^QVOJIKS\W\PMIZMIIVLMVKW]ZIOM\PMQZ
patients and network to do the same. One of the causes that touch their hearts is helping children diagnosed with cancer. Each year they hold a Candy Buy-Back. This encourages their

patients to be kind to their own teeth and to think about others at the same time.
The practice buys back candy and pays the patient $1/pound. The collected
candy is shipped to troops overseas, a very sweet gesture. At the same time,
they are matching the dollars given out to patients and sending the same
amount to The Make a Wish Foundation.
Most practices do gifting to referring doctors. They make it a
tradition to spend the gifting money with Cookies for Kids Cancer.
<PZW]OP\PQ[WZOIVQbI\QWV WN \PMXZWÅ\[OW\WXMLQI\ZQKKIVcer research. They bake and ship delicious, all-natural cookies that
are baked fresh and shipped with a special note explaining the significance of the gift. They say thank you in many ways.
In the community, Dr. Leiva donates bottled water to various
sports teams in Monroe Township. The team then sells the water at
M^MV\[_Q\P\PMXZWÅ\[OWQVO\W\PMQZ\MIU<PMaIT[WKWV\ZQJ]\MIVV]ally to the Millstone PTO for their Tricky Tray.
Dr. Leiva does yearly presentations for Children’s Dental Health
month each February. She always attends Career Day at the local middle
school and volunteers for various activities at Nativity of Our Lord Church.
She has been a volunteer with JDRF walk-a-thon for the past three years.
The practice is handicapped accessible and her staff is very experienced with Special
6MML[XI\QMV\[,Z4MQ^I¼[ÅZ[\TIVO]IOM_I[;XIVQ[P_PQKPPMTX[_Q\P[WUMWN \PMQZQV\MZnational patients.
I asked Dr. Leiva what makes her smile; “Every moment of my life is spent with people I
enjoy, and for that reason I consider myself incredibly lucky. I hope you’ll come to meet me
and join our family of patients!”
Check out Monroe Orthodontics at 2 Centre Drive, Suite 300 Monroe Township, call 609409-1700 or view their website at www.monroeorthollc.com. Your beautiful smile with bring
a smile to many faces. Q
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Winter Wonderland Event
)\>M[]^QW¼[8TIbI
Friday, December 6th to help Local Causes
By: Pam Teel

C

ome as you are, wear your pajamas, and
bring an extra pair for a child as a donation on December 6th at the PJ Holiday
Party at the Vesuvio plaza. Winter Wonderland,
[XWV[WZMLJa*T]M?I\MZ[*W]\QY]MIVL>M[]^QW¼[
Restaurant, will be held on a Friday night from 5-8
to collect new pajamas for the Family and Children Services of Monmouth County’s Operations
Sleighbell campaign and the One Simple Wish
Foundation. The pajama donations will be going to Emilia and Julia Cunningham with their collection
foster children to help them transition in on their of purses they collected that went to the Family &
ÅZ[\VQOP\I_IaNZWUPWUM;Q[\MZ[NW]Z\MMVaMIZ Children Services Thrift Shop in Long Branch. Come
join them on Dec. 6th as they collect Pj’s for children
old Julia and ten–year-old Emilia Cunningham will in foster care!
be on hand to collect the girls and boys pajamas.
This is their second year collecting items for local charities. Their goal for this event is to be
IJTM\WXZW^QLM[WUMKWUNaXIRIUI[\WPMTXKPQTLZMV[M\\TMQV\PMQZÅZ[\VQOP\QV\PMNW[\MZ
care system; a night that can be both confusing and scary to many children. For the past two
years, these two young girls have devoted their time to helping many different causes. Realizing how lucky there were to have what they have, they wanted to do something positive for
people in need. In such a short period of time, they have managed to collect many needed
Q\MU[NWZTWKITWZOIVQbI\QWV[<PMaKWTTMK\MLÆQXÆWX[NWZ\PM\ZWWX[W^MZ[MI[0ITTW_MMV
costumes for children in the foster care system, teamed up with Aeropostale Stores to collect jeans for teens and collected purses, shoes, etc. for the Family and Children’s Services
thrift shop in Long Branch. They will also be giving new pajamas to the One Simple Wish
Organization, which was created to help brighten the lives of foster children and vulnerable
families. Through their Wish Granting program they are able to serve thousands of foster
KPQTLZMVMIKPaMIZQVUIVaLQNNMZMV\_Ia[JaOZIV\QVO\PMU\PMQZWVM_Q[P<WÅVLW]\UWZM
about this program and ways to donate and help out, you can check out their website at:
www.onesimplewish.org You will have access to a list of hundreds of wishes from children in
foster care. Perhaps you will be the one to grant them their wish this year!
The Winter Wonderland event will showcase The Allentown High School Woodwind Quartet, which will be playing an ensemble of songs from 5-7 pm. Local resident and artist, Neha
Memom, will be on hand for face painting. Come by and join in with the Holiday Christmas
Carolers singing your favorite Christmas songs, or stop by and grab a hot meal at Vesuvio’s.
*T]M?I\MZ[*W]\QY]M_QTTJMPMTXQVO2]TQIIVL-UQTQI\WKWTTMK\XIRIUI[NWZ\PMKPQTLZMV
and they will also be collecting donations through the month of December to help sponsor a
child through the local Make a Wish Foundation in Monroe Township. They will be setting
up a fundraising page under their company name where people can go to on the Make a
Wish website and donate money. All donations will go directly to help sponsor a child. The
*W]\QY]M PIL [XMKQIT JZIKMTM\[ UILM NZWU \PM ¹+MTMJZI\QWV *W]\QY]Mº _PQKP PI^M JMMV
LM[QOVMLR][\NWZ\PQ[M^MV\_Q\PÅ^MLWTTIZ[NZWUMIKPJZIKMTM\[WTLOWQVO\W\PM.W]VLI\QWV
to help sponsor a child. They are also donating “Charm It” bracelets to young girls who are
part of the Make a Wish Foundation. To donate to Make A Wish, go to: http://wish.org.
<WLWVI\MTWKITTaOW\W",QZMK\Ua,WVI\QWV\W\PMVKPW[M"TWKITKPIX\MZAW]_QTTÅVL\PM
Monroe Organization under this.
<PMZM_QTTJM[XMKQIT[]ZXZQ[M[ITM[IVLZINÆM[I\*T]M?I\MZ[*W]\QY]M[WJM[]ZM\W[\WX
QVIVLJ]a[WUMZINÆM\QKSM\[ 5ISM[]ZMaW][XMVL[WUM\QUMJZW_[QVO\PM_WVLMZN]TIZZIa
of items in the store and do a little Christmas shopping, all at the same time!
If you can’t attend the event and would still like to donate new children’s pajamas, you
KIVLZWX\PMUWNN I\*T]M?I\MZ[*W]\QY]MI\IVa\QUMWZMUIQT5IZQI+]VVQVOPIUI\
anmaju30@aol.com. Help Julia and Emilia reach their goal! Pajamas from baby’s to size 12
would be greatly appreciated. Stop in and get involved with your community businesses and
become a part of their family in helping others in need!
There will be a special VIP guest in a bright red suit paying a special visit that night, so
bring the kids on by! Q
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Upper Freehold Township
0W][QVO:MPIJQTQ\I\QWV
8ZWOZIU

I

By: Susan Heckler

f you live in Upper Freehold Township, you will be pleased to learn that a
XTIVPI[JMMVX]\QVXTIKM\WÅVIVKQITTaI[[Q[\ZM[QLMV\[_Q\PVMMLMLPWUM
improvements. CGP&H administers municipality sponsored Housing Rehabilitation / Home Improvement Programs for many municipalities including
the ones listed below in Middlesex, Monmouth and Ocean Counties. CG80+WUU]VQ\a/ZIV\[8TIVVQVO0W][QVOQ[IKWV[]T\QVOÅZU[XMKQITQbing in affordable housing programs. Similar programs are available for many
other towns in other counties.
The beauty of this program is there is no cost to apply and it does not affect your credit
score. All funds are provided as a no interest (0%) ten-year forgivable loan. There are no
monthly payments and a professional program inspector oversees the process.
There is a catch though. The programs assist income eligible homeowners with eligible repairs or replacement of major systems. The funds can only be used for Heating and
Electrical Systems, Roofs, Plumbing System Components, Foundations, Weatherization
(windows, insulation, etc.).
This program is open to all income eligible homeowners in the municipality. The
maximum allowable income in Monmouth and Ocean Counties ranges from $51,864 for
IWVMXMZ[WVPW][MPWTL\W ! NWZIVMQOP\XMZ[WVPW][MPWTLI[JMTW_AW]ZÅVIVKQIT
QVNWZUI\QWVQ[SMX\KWVÅLMV\QIT.]VL[IZMXZW^QLMLWVIÅZ[\KWUMÅZ[\·[MZ^MLJI[Q[]V\QT
all funds are expended.
0W][MPWTL;QbM

5I`QU]U1VKWUM

1

$51,864

2

$59,273

3

$66,682

4

$74,091

5

$80,019

6

$85,946

7

$91,873

8

$97,801

According to Corinne Markulin, the programs administrator, “I have been administering these types of government funded home improvement/housing rehabilitation
programs for 16 years. The programs are truly a great opportunity for homeowners who
Y]ITQNa?PMZMMT[MKIVaW]OM\I NWZOQ^IJTMTWIV'º<PMTWIVKWV^MZ\[QV\WIOZIV\QN 
you maintain title and occupancy for the 10-year period.
If you live in Upper Freehold Township, own your home and your total gross annual
PW][MPWTLQVKWUMNITT[JMTW_\PMQVKWUMTQUQ\NWZaW]ZPW][MPWTL[QbMaW]UIaY]ITQNa\W
participate in the program (Income limits updated annually).
Funding is also available for rental properties – Landlords to call for terms. Residents are encouraged to go to their municipal website or to www.cgph.net for more proOZIU QVNWZUI\QWV QVKT]LQVO QVKWUM O]QLMTQVM[ 1N  aW] PI^M ILLQ\QWVIT Y]M[\QWV[ WZ \W
get placed in the program applicant pool, email maryalice@cgph.net or call Mary Alice
at 609-371-1968. Q
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Christmas at Seasonal World
By: Susan Heckler

H

olidays are so much fun and so festive. Everyone really went
entire room of the building. You can purall out with their autumn and Halloween decorations, much of
chase ready to hang wreaths or customwhich will be displayed until Thanksgiving arrives. That weekize your own for indoor or outdoor use.
end traditionally begins the start of the “Holiday Season.”
I have never seen such a huge selection of beautiful nativity scenes,
I went into Seasonal World at 532 Monmouth Road in Clarksburg
ÅO]ZQVM[IVLKWTTMK\QJTM[<PMZMQ[IOZMI\[MTMK\QWVWN W]\LWWZQVÆI\(Route 537) to check out their preparations for the Christmas season. Just
ables as well as centerpieces, wall hangings, stockings, ribbons, garlands
a few days after Halloween, they are closed to the public and gearing up
and everything Christmas you can imagine. Their giftware selection
for their “Magic of Christmas” showrooms. They reopen on November
[PW]TLLMÅVQ\MTaUISMIVaZMKQXQMV\PIXXa
15 and let me tell you, you are in for a treat.
Unlike the big box stores, there are plenty of knowledgeable emI really didn’t know what to expect when I walked in there…after all, I
ployees to walk you through like a personal shopper; making sure your
know them for being an outstanding pool and backyard store. One step in
holiday home is everything you could dream of. It has taken them 30
and your eyes are hit with an amazing winter wonderland under construcaMIZ[\WÅVL\PMUW[\IUIbQVOJMI]\QN]TY]ITQ\aQ\MU[\W[\WKS\PMQZ
tion. The atmosphere is what I would envision Santa’s Workshop to be,
[PW_ZWWU_Q\PAW]Z\ZMMIVLPWUM_QTTJM]VQY]MIVLXMZ[WVITQbML
smiling people (full size, not elves) hustling from here to there, professional
rather than the cookie cutter trees many of the competitors sell.
decorators focused on their works of art (a.k.a. a Christmas tree), and
If you have the imagination but lack the decorating skills to pull
displays being stocked with the colors of the season.
it off, they offer a service where they will come in to your home and
They don’t just have Christmas trees on display; they have a forest of
‘Christmas-ize’ it for you.
300 of them, each one different. The green trees are very lifelike, made of
If you are looking to make your business more festive for the holpolyethylene, which lasts longer and looks more natural than the typical
idays, check out their commercial decorations and wholesale area for
PVC tree. You also have trees that look coated with snow, trees of every
business-to-business and municipal needs.
color, as well as pre-lit and stay-lit. Each tree is individually decorated so
Check out their extensive website at njchristmasstore.com or stop in
you can get some great ideas of what to do with your own tree.
and get into the spirit of the season. Give them a call at 609.259.8330
<PMZMQ[IP]OM[MTMK\QWVWN WZVIUMV\[UILMWN OTI[[WZZM[QV\WÅ\IVaPWUMLuKWZAW] for store hours and information.
can have them personalized, go the traditional route, or any other decorating route your heart
I Ho-Ho-Hope this gives you some inspiration to make your home and holiday everything
and home desires. Their outstanding collection of indoor and outdoor lighting takes up an you wish for! Q
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Holiday Season

Special Catering Menu
Perfect for Your Office or House Parties!

1 Tray Fresh Garden Salad
1 Tray Baked Clams
1 Tray Shrimp Parmigiana
Includes	
  Everything
1 Tray Linguine with
Fresh	
  Dinner	
  Rolls,	
  Butter,
White Clam Sauce
Plates,	
  Napkins,
1 Tray Eggplant Rollatine Utensils,	
  
	
  Sternos,	
  Serving	
  Trays
1 Tray Stuffed Shells
&	
  Serving	
  Spoons
–– All Food Served in Half-Size Catering Trays––
No Substitutions

ALL
FOR
ONLY

$219.95
+TAX

(Delivery & Set-up $5.00)
Pick-up Orders Welcome
(A Refundable $5.00 Deposit
is required for each rack)

Deposit Required when Ordering

Happy & Healthy Holidays from All of Us at

P I Z Z E R I A & R E ST A U R A N T

 -ONMOUTH 2D -ILLSTONE .* s   
HOLIDAY HOURS: Christmas Eve 11am-7pm s Closed Christmas Day s New Year’s Eve 11am-7pm
OPEN NEW YEARS DAY 1pm - 9pm
Due to Overwhelming Demand of this Special, We ask that you place your orders at least 2 weeks in advance

Valid thru Dec. 31st, 2013
www.Diluccas.com

LMGRFX 718.445.5359
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Wishing  Everyone
a  Happy  Holiday  Season!

CT
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R  
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NT

WAITING FOR
APPROVAL

384  Monmouth  Road
Millstone  Twp.,  NJ

444  Monmouth  Road
Millstone  Twp.,  NJ

NJAR®  Circle  of  
Excellence  Award©
2012

Ask  about  Weichert’s  Free  
Market  Update  Seminar
Stanton  Sandford

  stansandford@gmail.com
(609)  577-0475
3ULQFHWRQ-XQFWLRQ2I¿FH
53  Princeton-Hightstown  Rd.
www.millstonenjhomesforsale.com
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1V<PM*]ZJ[+W]V\*I[QM<PMI\MZ#
0Q[\WZaIVL+]T\]ZM]VLMZ7VM:WWN 
By: Susan Heckler

Through the years, the beautiful building had to change with the times.

I

t’s winter in New Jersey, so what is there to do for your family now that the weather isn’t
Y]Q\M[WKWWXMZI\Q^M'
According to their website, “The primary mission of the Count Basie Theatre is to
[MZ^M\PMXMWXTMWN \PM;\I\MWN 6M_2MZ[MaJaXZW^QLQVOIJZWIL[XMK\Z]UWN Y]ITQ\aMV\MZ\IQVUMV\IVLML]KI\QWVXZWOZIU[\PI\ZMÆMK\IVLKMTMJZI\M\PMLQ^MZ[Q\aWN \PMZMOQWV#NW[\MZ
understanding and appreciation for the ennobling power of the performing arts; and create
opportunity for cultural enrichment for people at all economic levels. It also is our mission to
develop and maintain a world-class venue that enhances the enjoyment of these entertainment
and education programs; contributes to the cultural and economic vitality of the community
and the region; and honors the memory of Count Basie. The development arm of the theatre
provides operating support and raises the capital needed to restore the facility and to create
an endowment.”
The result of their mission…in 2012 The Count Basie Theatre hosted 176 performances
with 179,140 people coming to the theatre. The economic impact of the Basie’s activity on the
community is approximately $13 million and supports over 300 full-time jobs. That is a lot of
[UQTQVONIKM[\PI\TMN\\PMJ]QTLQVOITQ\\TMUWZMSVW_TMLOMIJTMXW[[QJTaPIXXQMZIVLLMÅVQ\MTa
entertained.
This little jewel is listed on the National Register of Historic Places, recognized by the
New Jersey State Council on the Arts as a Major Presenting Organization for the State of
New Jersey, by Pollstar Magazine as one of the Top 100 Worldwide Theatre Venues, and by
Contribute Magazine as one of their Top 200 Investor-Worthy Charities.

Opening night on Thursday, November 11, 1926 was a grand affair, attended by 4,000
people with many prominent persons invited, including well-known actors from the stage and
[KZMMVKWUXW[MZ[^I]LM^QTTQIV[XTIa_ZQOP\[MTMK\MLWNÅKQIT[IVLXZM\\aU]KPIVaWVM_PW
_I[IVaWVM<PM\PMI\MZ_I[MY]QXXMLNWZUW^QVOXQK\]ZM[^I]LM^QTTMIVLLZIUI\QK[PW_[[W
it hosted a wide variety of talent.
Through the years, the beautiful building had to change with the times. Music and theater
had many transformations and the ups and downs of the economy and decentralizing the
idea of a town center impacted the theater and its ability to support itself. After several name
changes, in 1984 it was renamed The Count Basie Theater in honor of jazz pianist, composer
and band leader William “Count” Basie (1904-1984), who died on April 26 of that year. Although mostly associated with Kansas City during his music career, Count Basie was, in fact, a
Red Bank native. He was born in his parent’s house on Mechanic Street on August 21, 1904,
and lived here through his teen years.
<PM[\Z]OOTQVO\PMI\MZ_I[WXMZI\MLJaIVWVXZWÅ\IZ\[WZOIVQbI\QWV[QVKM!7V2]VM
 !!! \PM +W]V\ *I[QM <PMI\ZM 1VK _I[ M[\IJTQ[PML I[ Q\[ W_V QVLMXMVLMV\ VWVXZWÅ\
corporation to own, manage, program and preserve the theatre. “In 2002 the organization
presented just 12 performances, attended by 9,200 people, and had an annual budget of just
UQTTQWV_Q\PIVIVV]ITWXMZI\QVOLMÅKQ\<PMIVV]ITWXMZI\QVOJ]LOM\Q[VW_ UQTTQWV
IaMIZ_Q\PI[WTQLPQ[\WZaWN XZWÅ\IJQTQ\a<PM*I[QMVW_XZM[MV\[IJW]\!WN Q\[W_V
performances a year, with attendance averaging over 70% of capacity, and continues to host
Continued on page 42
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ONE-STOP
SHOP.

W

hen the weather outside is frightful, the roads can be
terrifying. Depending on where you live, winter can
bring along a barrage of snow, sleet and ice, which
make for some seriously unsafe driving conditions. The best way
to stay safe from slick roads is to stay off of them. But if you can’t,
here are some winter driving safety tips to keep in mind before
you get behind the wheel.

SAVE ON INSURANCE:
Car

Life

Condo

Motorhome

Renters

Motorcycle

Business

Boat

Safe Winter Driving Tips When it comes to winter weather safety tips, preparation is key.

And much more…

Call me to get more for your money.
@ dXb\ `k \Xjp kf gifk\Zk \m\ipk_`e^ fe pfli
c`jk Xe[ jXm\ dfe\p kff% :Xcc efn Xe[ pflËcc
Xcjf ^\k X =I<< c`]\k`d\ d\dY\ij_`g `e >ff[
?Xe[jJD IfX[j`[\ 8jj`jkXeZ\% >\k )+&. XZZ\jj
Xe[cfn#]cXkiXk\jfe\m\ipk_`e^]ifdkfnjkfk`i\
Z_Xe^\j%:Xccd\kf[Xp

Sharer & Associates Inc
732-446-7969

47331

,''JkXk\Iflk\**
D`ccjkfe\Kfnej_`g
XccjkXk\X^\eZ`\j%Zfd&[feej_Xi\i

Pay only when roadside services provided. Discounts vary. Subject to terms, conditions and availability. Allstate
New Jersey Property and Casualty Insurance Company, Allstate New Jersey Insurance Company. Lincoln Benefit
Life Co., Lincoln, NE and American Heritage Life Insurance Co., Jacksonville, FL. In New York life insurance and
annuities are issued by Allstate Life Insurance Company of New York, Hauppauge, NY. © 2011 Allstate Insurance
Company

By: Donn Sharer

 Do a car maintenance check - The Insurance Information Institute (III) says having a
_MTTUIQV\IQVML^MPQKTMQ[WVMWN \PMÅZ[\KZ]KQIT_QV\MZLZQ^QVO\QX[
- Make sure the tread on your tires is in good shape and the tire pressure meets manufacturer’s recommendations
- Check your brakes, battery, hoses, defroster/heater
5ISM[]ZMaW]Z_QVL[PQMTL_QXMZ[IZMQVOWWLKWVLQ\QWVIVLaW]ZÆ]QLZM[MZ^WQZ[IZMN]TT
- Keep gas tank at least half full
+IZZaI_QV\MZMUMZOMVKaSQ\- Stash a small shovel, rock salt, ice scraper, snowbrush,
ÆI[PTQOP\JTIVSM\ÅZ[\IQLSQ\IVLR]UXMZKIJTM[QVaW]Z\Z]VSITT_QV\MZTWVO
,ZQ^M_Q\PPMILTQOP\[WVWhile you may be driving in daytime, headlights do wonders
for helping you see and be seen. Some people aren’t privy to winter driving tips, so anything you can do proactively will help everyone on the road.
+TMIZ[VW_IVLQKMNZWUaW]Z^MPQKTMYou’ve probably been stuck behind someone
who didn’t bother to clear the snow off their roof and ends up leaving a trail of blizzard-like conditions behind them. Don’t be one of them. Clear snow and ice from windows, lights, mirrors and roof before you get on the road.
5IVIOMaW]Z\QUM?PMVOWQVOW]\NWZILZQ^MQV\PM_QV\MZTMI^MILMY]I\M\QUMNWZ
your travels and make sure your cell phone is completely charged. Depending on where
you are traveling, consider taking along tire chains, which will help you better navigate the
dangerous road conditions.
8ZW\MK\\MMVLZQ^MZ[New drivers need extra help when it comes to winter driving safety.
Make sure teen motorists are exposed to the snow and ice driving experience before they
go out on their own. Practice with them in a safe environment like an empty parking lot.
Still have questions? You’re not alone. According to NJ insurance agency Sharer and
)[[WKQI\M[UW\WZQ[\[WN\MVI[S\PMNWTTW_QVOY]M[\QWV[ZMOIZLQVO[INM_QV\MZLZQ^QVO\QX["
Do snow tires make a difference? Absolutely. Putting snow tires on your vehicle could
very well be the single most important recommendation for winter driving safety. Not only
will they help your vehicle perform better in snowy conditions, they will transform a rear
wheel drive car into a veritable snow mobile that stops, corners and changes lanes without
the back end sliding. Typically lasting about three seasons, snow tires usually cost less than
an insurance deductible, and using them will help your summer tires last longer. In fact, your
local repair shop will likely store your summer tires for you over the winter months!
What should I do if my car starts skidding on a slippery road? First off, go a slower
speed on winter roads. If your vehicle begins to skid, look where you want your car to go,
not where you are heading, and turn your steering wheel toward that area. Don’t over-steer
your vehicle.
What is the best way to drive uphill in wintery weather? While you should drive slower in winter weather, it’s easy to get stuck spinning your wheels on a hill when you drive too
slowly. Maintaining momentum is key. Approach the hill with enough speed, and keep light
and balanced pressure on the gas pedal. Once you reach the top of the hill, slow your speed
and descend as slowly as possible.
Do I need additional insurance for winter? 6WM`\ZIQV[]ZIVKMQ[ZMY]QZMLNWZ\PM_QV\MZ
months. Quality car insurance covers you all year round. However, winter safety tips include
making sure your policy has “Loss of use” coverage so you can get a rental car if you get
into an accident.
8ZW\MK\QWVIVLLMNMV[Q^MLZQ^QVO\MKPVQY]M[IZMKZ]KQIT\W_QV\MZLZQ^QVO[INM\a*MNWZM
you hit the road this winter, be sure to follow the winter weather safety tips above. No matter
how old you are when you are behind the wheel, the unexpected can happen in a split second. Knowing the facts about safe winter driving can help prevent an accident.
?MPWXMaW]ÅVL\PQ[QVNWZUI\QWV][MN]TIVLNMMTKWUXMTTML\W[PIZMQ\_Q\PaW]ZVMQOPbors, friends and colleagues. As always, my agency is available as a resource so please let us
know if we can be of assistance. Call us at 732-446-6739, visit us online at www.sharerandassociates.com, or send us an e-mail at donnsharer@allstate.com. Q
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<_MT^M<PQVO[\PI\aW]XZWJIJTaLQLV¼\
3VW_IJW]\.WWL4IJMTQVO
By: Pam Teel

S

o you’re trying to eat healthier and you’re actually
looking at the ingredients in the food and vitamins
supplements that you are consuming, but it is not always easy to decipher what is really good for you and what
isn’t. With 95 per cent of our food supply now coming from
a GMO source, we are really beginning to wonder if there is
anything out there that hasn’t been tampered with. Our milks
and meats are full of antibiotics, our poultry, though it might
say all natural on the wrappings, comes from poultry fed with
GMO corns and grains, and our produce is infused with the
DNA of deadly pesticides. There is only one word that can
serve as the solution to eating healthy and that is NATURE.
We need to get back to nature and get all of the chemicals
and pollutants out of our foods. We don’t need all the antibiotics or GMO’s in our food.
Unless people here in America stand up and take notice
of what is happening to our food supply, nothing will change.
Europe has literally kicked out the number one food supplier of GMO foods this past year after Monsanto literally
tried to buy their way in to their Countries, as have many
South American Countries who have turned Monsanto away.
Through demonstrations and ballot voting on the use of
GMO’s, these countries were able to keep Monsanto out of
their lives. Why is it that our demonstrations to rid the U.S.
of GMO’s fall on Deaf ears here in America. I believe it is
because not everyone is educated on what A GMO is. We the
people need to be able to decide on whether we want to eat
products that are laced with Pesticides in the very DNA of the
seeds. Why is it that all of the newer research on long-term
effects of GMO foods is being dismissed by our very own
/W^MZVUMV\'1O]M[[\PI\KW]TLJMJMKI][M\PMPMIL[WN W]Z
USDA and FDA are run by ex- Monsanto CEO’s and Presidents appointed by President Obama himself. Talk about
IKWVÆQK\WN QV\MZM[\1]ZOMaW]QN aW]LWV¼\SVW__PI\I
GMO is; it’s in the best interest of your families’ prolonged
health to look it up. You won’t see it on the news; guess who
has control of your airwaves!
Even if you think you are eating healthier, there are many
hidden meanings behind false advertising. Reading food labels and ingredients can be confusing. Don’t you know that
these big Companies want to confuse you, to the point of
aW]VW\SVW_QVO_PQKPMVLQ[]X'<PI\¼[XIZ\WN \PM[\ZI\MOa
of the global giants to confuse you so much that you give up
trying to follow it. Kosher, non-GMO, gluten free, natural
and organic, what about them and what do their labels really
UMIV'
You need to start somewhere. First do a little research on
GMO’s in our foods. It will open your eyes as to how many
products and things that we consume are made with GMO
KWZV AW]¼TT JM []ZXZQ[ML \W ÅVL W]\ \PI\ VMIZTa M^MZa\PQVO
you pick up on the supermarket shelf has a GMO source in
it and how our government is allowing us to be guinea pigs
for these big corporations with no long run studies on our
health effects after years of consuming GMO products. Don’t
think that if it is ok with the USDA and FDA that it is good
for you. They are not watching out for your health interests
but catering to these large money corporations that continue
\WX]\W]\XZWL]K\[\PI\IZMJMVMÅKQITWVTa\WUISQVO\PMU
richer and more powerful.

Listed below are 12 things that can
help you sort out the truths between food labeling.
Q Kosher food does not mean non-Gmo. Genetically engiVMMZMLQVOZMLQMV\[IZMWXMVTaITTW_MLQVSW[PMZKMZ\QÅML
NWWL[<PMSW[PMZKMZ\QÅKI\QWVLWM[VW\QV^WT^M\M[\QVONWZ
/57¼[3W[PMZKMZ\QÅKI\QWV[IZMZW]\QVMTaNW]VLWVNWWL[
containing GMO’s.
Q Organic doesn’t mean that it is low in heavy metals. The
=;,)KMZ\QÅMLWZOIVQKKMZ\QÅKI\QWVXZWKM[[LWM[VW\\M[\
for heavy metals. Foods that are very high in lead, arsenic, cadmium, mercury and even aluminum are openly
ITTW_ML\WJMTIJMTML=;,)KMZ\QÅMLWZOIVQK
Q Non-GMO does not mean organic- Just because a food is
KMZ\QÅMLI[VWV/UWLWM[V¼\UMIV\PI\Q\¼[WZOIVQK-^MV
conventional raised crops such as corn, soy, and canola can
JM KMZ\QÅML VWV/UW QN  \PMa IZM OZW_V _Q\PW]\ /57
seeds. There are several snack chips on the market that use
non-Gmo ingredients but they are grown with chemical
pesticides.
Q All natural does not mean anything at all- it is not reg]TI\ML Ja \PM .,) .WWL _Q\P IZ\QÅKQIT KWTWZ[ KPMUQKIT
sweeteners, chemical preservatives, and GMO’s can be
labeled, “All Natural.” This is a trick used by large food
corporations to mislead consumers into thinking they are
buying organic. You see it a lot on chicken products. Free
of antibiotics, growth hormones, but if you call the comXIVQM[aW]_QTTÅVLW]\\PI\\PMKPQKSMV[_MZMNML/57
corns and grains. You might want to check out local turkey
NIZU[\WWIVLI[S\PMUÅZ[\JMNWZMJ]aQVOQN \PMQZXW]T\Za

is being fed GMO corn and grains. You’ll b surprised at
the answers I got!
Q Trans Fat-free doesn’t mean free from Trans fat. The FDA
currently allows food containing up to 0.5g of Trans fat
per serving to claim 0 grams of Trans fat per serving. EvMZa_PMZMMT[MQV\PM_WZTLLWM[VW\MY]ITbMZW
Q6WV/57LWM[VW\UMIVKMZ\QÅMLVWV/57<PMZMIZM
many foods, super foods and nutritional products claiming
\WJMVWV/UWJ]\NIQT\W[PW_IVaKMZ\QÅKI\QWV7VTaKMZ\QÅMLVWV/UWUMIV[[WUM\PQVO
Q Gluten free foods are often GMO’s- gluten free foods are
often based on corn. They are usually made with genetiKITTaUWLQÅMLKWZV\PI\KWV\IQV[*<\W`QVILMILTaQV[MK\QKQLM)^WQLOT]\MVNZMM]VTM[[Q\[Ia[KMZ\QÅMLVWV/UW
Q Organic foods can still contain a small amount of GMO’s.
GMO’s are so widespread that they have now contaminated virtually the entire food supply. According to the
=;,) \PMZM IZMV¼\ IVa [XMKQÅK \WTMZIVKM TM^MT[ QV \PM
USDA organic regulations for Gmo’s. (I wonder why) Even
\PW]OP KMZ\QÅML WZOIVQK NWWL[ KIV KWV\IQV I [UITT \ZIKM
of GMO’s they are still healthier for you in the long run.
Contamination is due to cross-pollination of GMO crops
XWTT]\QVOWZOIVQKÅMTL[
Q Organic foods are now being grown in over polluted countries such as China. An increasing amount of organic
foods, super foods, and raw materials used in nutritional
supplements such as vitamins are being imported from
China. They contain a high amount of heavy metals. OrOIVQKKMZ\QÅKI\QWV[\IVLIZL[WXMVTaITTW_WZOIVQKNIZU[QV
+PQVI\WOZW_XZWL]KMQVÅMTL[\PI\IZMPMI^QTaXWTT]\ML
with cadmium, lead and mercury. There is no limit on the
PMI^aUM\IT[TM^MTQV[WQT[][ML\WXZWL]KM=;,)KMZ\QÅML
organic foods.
Q The FDA currently has no limit on the amount of heavy
metals allowed in foods either. Usually when they do occasionally tests for metals in foods, such as the level of arsenic
in rice, it’s declared to low to cause short term health results while ignoring the long term health results.
Q The use of organic ingredients doesn’t automatically make
the whole product organic. Some products today are being
sold as organic when only a fraction of their ingredients
are organic. The term organic is highly regulated by the
NMLMZIT OW^MZVUMV\ IVL KIZZQM[ I [XMKQÅK UMIVQVO <PM
mere presence of organic ingredients in a product does not
UISMQ\[]NÅKQMV\\WJMIJTM\WKTIQUQ\WZOIVQK
Q Low calorie almost always means that it is sweetened with
a chemical sweetener. It doesn’t mean that it is healthier for
aW]4WWSI\\PMTIJMT[AW]_QTTIT_Ia[ÅVL[]KZITW[MIKMsulfame potassium, aspartame, or other chemical sweeteners. Low calorie foods, such as diet sodas, can still contain
damaging ingredients such as phosphoric acid, a potent
that can eat away at teeth and bones.
So that’s left you wondering what you can eat that Monsanto and other large corporations haven’t already destroyed.
<Za \W ÅVL KMZ\QÅML WZOIVQK KMZ\QÅML VWV/UW Q[ OM\\QVO
scarcer each day. Ask your local farmers if their corn is nonGmo before you buy it. There are still places that sell nonGMO seed. One such place is John Sheepers, which has an
Continued on page 28
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.WWL4IJMTQVO
Continued from page 27
extensive seed catalog you can access on line. Think about
getting your seed there if you want to grow non-Gmo crops.
Not all farmers have gone over to the GMO corn, even
though they might still spray pesticides on their products.
Did you know that Monsanto is trying to take over all the
[MML[ [WTL PMZM QV )UMZKI' <PMa _IV\ \W JM \PM V]UJMZ
one supplier of GMO foods to consumers. They want us to
only eat foods with DNA laced pesticides. Where is the logic
QV\PQ[IVL_PaQ[Q\\PI\VWWVMQ[TQ[\MVQVO\WW]ZW]\KZQM['
(Excerpts for this article were taken from Mike Adams,
the Health Ranger. If you would like to read more articles
written by Mike and other health conscious people go to:
naturalnews.com.)
Try to avoid foods made in China, which has little regulations on what they can put in their foods. Why we are even
still importing foods for consumption from there is beyond
me. Their products should be banned as they are in other European countries. Try to avoid produce from Mexico,
even if you go to a local farm market and think you are
getting a bargain. Mexican products are not GMO free and
due to little restrictions, they are allowed to get a double and
\ZQXTMLW[MWN XM[\QKQLM[[XZIaMLWV\W\PMQZÅMTL[

Cut this out and keep
it with you when shopping
HOW TO READ BAR CODES... (Everyone must know)
ALWAYS READ THE LABELS ON THE FOODS YOU
BUY--NO MATTER WHAT THE FRONT OF THE
BOX OR PACKAGE SAYS, TURN IT OVER AND
READ THE BACK CAREFULLY!

With all the food and pet products now coming from
China, it is best to make sure you read label at the supermarket and especially when buying food products. Many
products no longer show where they were made, only give
where the distributor is located. The whole world is concerned about China-made “black-hearted goods.”
Can you differentiate which one is made in Taiwan or
+PQVI'<PM_WZTLQ[IT[WKWVKMZVMLIJW]\/57/MVM\QKITTa5WLQÅML7ZOIVQ[UNWWL[#[\MZWQLNMLIVQUIT[M`"
days old broiler chicken).

know that consumers do not prefer products “MADE IN
CHINA,” so they don’t show from which country it is made.
However, you may now refer to the barcode -

REMEMBER
IF THE FIRST 3 DIGITS ARE:
890 ............................................MADE IN INDIA
690, 691, 692 ............ then it is MADE IN CHINA
00 - 09 ....................................USA and CANADA
30 - 37 ................................................... FRANCE
40 - 44 ............................................... GERMANY
471 ...........................................................Taiwan
45 or 49 ..................................................... JAPAN
489 ................................................HONG KONG
50....................................................................UK
57...................................................... DENMARK

QIt is important to read the bar code to track its origin.
How to read Bar Codes....interesting!
Q1N \PMÅZ[\LQOQ\[WN \PMJIZKWLMIZM!!WZ!
the product is MADE IN CHINA.
Q471 is Made in Taiwan.
Q1N  \PM ÅZ[\  LQOQ\[ WN  \PM JIZ KWLM IZM ! \PMV Q\¼[
made or sourced in USA.
This is our right to know, but the government and related departments never educate the public, therefore we have
to RESCUE ourselves. Nowadays, Chinese businessmen

64.........................................................FINLAND
76......SWITZERLAND and LIENCHTENSTIEN
471 ..................................... Is Made in TAIWAN
628 ..............................................SAUDI ARABIA
629 .......................... UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
740 ........................... 745 - CENTRAL AMERICA
All 480 codes .........are made in the Philippines
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November’s

STUDENTS OF THE MONTH
Presented by

Douglas Bowens

1600 perrineville Rd., Monroe Township

732-278-8935 Ext: 53260

I

Douglas.Bowens@LibertyMutual.com

n this issue, we focus on twins, Katie and Nick
5IZY]M[_PWTQ^MQV=XXMZ.ZMMPWTL<W_V[PQX3I\QM
and Nick just turned nine in September and they are
both third graders at the Newell Elementary School. Katie
loves her third grade teacher and her favorite subject is math.
She also loves reading and her favorite books at this time are
the Ramona Quimby and Wayside School series. Katie just
ZMKMQ^MLI[WIZQVOPQOP:MLJQZLIKMZ\QÅKI\MOQ^MVW]\\WKPQTdren who exhibit exceptional behavior. Katie received hers
for her cooperation in the classroom and was honored by her
principal for helping out her teacher with whatever things that
she needed to get done. Katie studies hard and likes to do her
best with everything that she attempts. She is a helpful student
and a good friend to everyone around her.
Her favorite TV show is Good Luck Charlie. Katie loves
to draw and she loves playing with her American Girl dolls.
She also loves playing with her friends and shopping at the
Justice Store at the mall.
Katie loves going to Disneyworld and she visiting South
Carolina where her best friends live. Katie and Nick live with
their mom and dad and big sister Sarah. They also have two
dogs called Bingo and Abby. Katie has been dancing since she
was three years old. She goes the Simone Dance School and
she is hoping to try out for the competition team next season.
She takes jazz, tap, and ballet and loves the holiday and end
of season recitals.
Her favorite holiday is Christmas because she gets to spend

By: Pam Teel
time with her close-knit family. She gets to see her grandparents, aunts, uncles and her cousins. She loves to get presents
but also loves to give them out to others. Katie’s favorite thing
to eat is pasta and meatballs and Chinese food.
Nicky loves his teacher and is so happy he got her this year.
She makes learning fun by making up songs for everything
and she makes him smile every day. He loves the subjects of
spelling and math the best. His favorite books to date are the
Diary of a Whimpy Kid and A-Z mystery series books. His
favorite show is Chopped on the food network channel. He
already knows that he wants to be a master chef one day.

Nick loves to build Lego sets; the harder and more challenging, the better. He loves playing games on the computer
and playing with his friends. He also loves visiting Disneyworld and visiting his best friend’s in South Carolina.
Nicks favorite holiday is also Christmas. He loves to be
around all of his relatives, just like his sister does. He likes to
play baseball and recently started playing soccer and he loves
all the running around. He plans on signing up for basketball
and loves the fact that his dad will help to coach him. Nicks
favorite food is steak and pasta with butter!
Together, the two like to play board games and they like
to watch the same TV shows. Even though they are not in
the same class, it’s comforting for both to know that they are
close by in case one needs the other. They sometimes have
\_QV\MTMXI\PaIVLIV[_MZZIVLWUY]M[\QWV[_Q\P\PM[IUM
answers whether the answers are right or wrong. They are,
however, in the same ALM math class and love to help each
W\PMZW]\_PMV\PMaOM\[\]UXMLWVIY]M[\QWV?PMVI[SML
about what they like about being twins, Katie likes the fact
that she has Nick around to play board games and cards with
her whenever she wants. Nick likes to have someone to share
his birthday with and have their birthday parties together.
Congratulations to the two of you, Katie and Nick, for being
such great students, great friends to everyone and for being
this issue’s Students of the Month! Q

Why live with pain?
t)FBEBDIFT t/FDL1BJO
t#BDL1BJO t"SUISJUJT#VSTJUJT
t"SNPSMFHQBJO t1BJOGVMKPJOUT
"DVQVODUVSFIBTIBEHSFBUTVDDFTT
JOUIFUSFBUNFOUPGUIFTFDPOEJUJPOT
%POUXBJUUPHFUIFMQ

:B-VOH$IFO .450. -"D
"QQMFHBSUI3PBE .POSPF5XQ /+
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);MK]ZM0WUM
Is As Good As Gold
By: Susan Heckler

W

e have done a lot of stories highlighting how bad times bring out the good in
people. Unfortunately, it doesn’t have that effect on all people. Given the curZMV\Å[KITKZQ[Q[UIVaXMWXTMPI^MZM[WZ\ML\WQTTMOITUMIV[WN WJ\IQVQVO\PM
funds to maintain their lifestyle.
8ZWXMZ\aKZQUM[[MMU\WJM]XIT\PW]OPQ\Q[^MZaLQNÅK]T\\WÅVLK]ZZMV\[\I\Q[\QK[2][\
as a reference, see the Data Universe report from 2011 on Millstone Township alone.

NEW JERSEY CRIME REPORTS
County
Monmouth County
Year
2011
Violent crimes
7
Crime rate*
9.2
Violent rate*
0.7
Murder
0
Rape
1
Robbery
0
Assault
6
Arson
0
Domestic violence**
0
Bias crime**
0
8WX]TI\QWV

,MV[Q\aXMZ[YUQTM
 
5ITMWNÅKMZ[

Civilian employees
0
* Crimes per 1,000 residents

Town
Total crimes
Nonviolent crimes

Millstone Twp.
97
90

Nonviolent rate*
Burglary
Larceny
MV theft

8.5
37
53
0

;Y]IZMUQTM[
+PIZIK\MZ
.MUITMWNÅKMZ[
Total police force


:]ZIT

0

According to Stanley Goldstein of Gold Protective Systems, which operates in New York,
Connecticut, Pennsylvania and New Jersey, our local law enforcement does a great job in responding to police calls. The average response time in New Jersey is 4 minutes. The problem
is if a home owner does not have an alarm system or does not activate the system they have,
an alarm call is never sent. If you are not home to make that call yourself, no one else will.
The property crime trend seems to be that these types of crimes occur between the
hours of 9am and 3pm from Monday to Friday when it is assumed most people are at work
or school. The culprits will come to a home, ring your doorbell and make lots of noise to
determine if anyone is home. If the coast is clear, they will go around to the back of the
house where fewer eyes can see them, break in, and go straight to the master bedroom in
search of jewelry and cash.
Understand that an alarm system, no matter how elaborate, will not prevent a crime
from occurring. It is absolutely a deterrent and a means for detection of a crime happening.
If a thief has a choice of a home without an alarm and a home with an alarm, you can
bet they will choose the easier target. No sirens will alert neighbors and no calls will go out
\WXWTQKMWZÅZM6W[MK]ZQ\aKIUMZI[_QTTKI\KP\PMQZNIKM[MQ\PMZ
While many people assume an alarm system is out of their budget, Stanley said Gold
Protective Systems will install a free security system consisting of a control panel, a digipad, 1 motion detector, a siren, a battery backup and securing 3 openings. The cost will be
$24.95/month for the central monitoring. They provide anything from a basic security system to a state-of-the-art system using the latest technology. They will come and determine
the best security solutions for your family. Today, there is a home security system for any
household, lifestyle and budget. Gold also offers similar protection for businesses.
The latest technology is an Ibridge smart home system where cameras monitor your
property, which can be viewed from any smartphone, iPad or computer around the world.
These use ZWave technology and allow you to lock doors, turn on lights and control your
home from anywhere in the world.
1VILLQ\QWV\WXZM^MV\QVOKZQUM\WLIa¼[[MK]ZQ\a[a[\MU[UIaIT[WQV\MOZI\MÅZMXZW\MKtion, environmental issues like gas leaks and carbon monoxide, and personal alert systems
for the individual family members and corporate executives.
Gold Protective Systems has been operating since 1990. Give Stanley Goldstein a call
and let his years of experience determine if you are taking the best action to protect your
family and your home or business. Call 800-700-6400, email stanley@goldprotective.com
or check them out on the web at www.goldprotective.com. Q
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GET A FREE FIRST EXAM!

VCA Supports
Animal Shelters
Nationwide

It’s
It’saarisk-free
risk-freeway
wayfor
foryou
youtotosee
seethe
thecare
careand
and
special
attention
we to
give
to each
special
attention
we give
each
pet. pet.

Count on us to care for your pet. We provide a people
friendly environment with dedicated, caring professionals.
Wellness and early disease detection & prevention
Q Extended evening and weekend hours
Q State of the art medical, dental and surgical equipment
Q Walk-ins welcome
Q Vaccinations
Q Ultrasound
Q Orthopedic & soft tissue surgery
Q Digital Radiology
Q

Q

Behavioral & nutritional counseling

All backed by the nation’s largest and most trusted animal healthcare network,
giving you access to over 350 board certified specialists for complex cases.

Celebrate and Showcase

pinterest.com/VCAhospitals

Pet Owner Empowerment:

facebook.com/VCAanimalhospitals

TWIN RIVERS ANIMAL HOSPITAL
 2OUTE  %AST s %AST 7INDSOR .* 

609-426-9625

Katie Parker, VMD

-/. &2)   s 3!4  35.  

* For new clients only. Up to 2 pets per household. Offer good only for general veterinary services. Excludes emergency and specialized services. Cashier Code: 700.500
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<PM5QTT[\WVM<QUM[.ITT6M\_WZSQVO-^MV\
By: Pam Teel

left to right- Sunset owner Bob Kraft, Chris Post, Lisa Post, Jolene Conoscenti, Cami Gunther, Matthew Merritt, Donald Albach,
Michael Russo

T

he Millstone Times Networking
Event seems to grow more and more
with each passing month, with many
new and old faces from area businesses joining in for the meet and greet. Last month’s
event was held at the newly opened restaurant Sunsets, located at the Creamridge Golf
Course in Creamridge.
Cami Gunther, owner of Gunther Enterprises, Inc., which consists of six different
newspaper publications, and Account Executive, Jolene Conoscenti, served as the hosts
for the event.
Sponsors were Matthew Merritt- BrokerAssociate at Prudential NJ Properties in Millstone Township, Michael T. Russo and Donald M. Albach from the Millstone Financial
Group on Route 33 in Millstone Township.
This free wine and dine event not only
serves as a meet and greet and a chance to
network for business owners, but it also serves
as a fundraiser for local organizations. Last
month’s fundraiser went to help the Helping
Hearts Rescue, which was established in 2008
by Lisa and Chris Post of Perrineville. HelpQVO0MIZ\[-Y]QVM:M[K]MQ[IVWVXZWÅ\WZOInization dedicated to rescuing, rehabilitating,
IVL XTIKQVO IJ][ML IVL VMOTMK\ML MY]QVM[
QV\WTW^QVONIUQTQM[7^MZ\PMXI[\Å^MaMIZ[
they have saved over 120 horses from going
to slaughter. Aside from horses, they also help
save donkeys and mules all over the State of
New Jersey. Their mission is to educate the
public regarding the standards of care reY]QZML\WUIQV\IQVIVMY]QVMI[IZQLQVOXIZ\ner and/or companion animal in a humane

manner. The organization is always looking
for volunteers to help out with the horses. If
you would like to donate to Helping Hearts
or if you want to volunteer to work with the
horses, you can reach Lisa and Chris at: www.
PPMZ_MJ[KWUWZMUIQT"PPMIZ\[MY]QVM(WXtonline.net.
A special thank goes out to the owners
of Sunsets of Creamridge, Linda and Bob
Kraft, who donated 100% of the food for the
networking event. This beautiful restaurant
and sports bar has a cozy family atmosphere
and great food. They serve up breakfast,
lunch and dinner. The restaurant is open to
the public, so come on down and dine overlooking the Creamridge golf course. They
also offer live music on Friday and Saturday
nights. Thank you to the manager, Michael
Holland, for all of your hard work coordinating the food and drinks for the event. You can
call Michael to book all of your private parties and holiday events at: 609-208-2500. For
more information about Sunsets, go to: www.
sunsetsatcreamridge.com
<W ZMIKP 5I\\PM_ 5MZZQ\\" WNÅKM 
792-0352 ext. 113/ cell 609-658-5916- matthew.merritt@prudentialnj.com
5QKPIMT < :][[W" WNÅKM   
cell
908-217-8751
michael_t_russo@
ca-strategy.com
,WVITL)TJIKP"WNÅKM  KMTT
908 770-8040 Donald_albach@ca-strategy.
com
To reach Jolene Conoscenti for all your
advertising needs call: cell- 917-697-3377 or
email jolenechr@verizon.net Q

Mayor Nancy Grbelja, Diane Blackwell, Debbie Novellino/ Right- Pat Butch, Mary Lepping, Carol Wingerter, Diane Morelli

Members of Helping Hearts Equine Rescue in white shirts telling audience about their mission. Left- Mary Gianneli,
Lisa Post, Ida Howe
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HORSE CHATTER
DECEMBER 14
Luck of the Draw Presents
Bulls & Barrels
Gloucester County Dream Park
400 Route 130
South Logan Twp., New Jersey
Contact: (856) 241-1415

DECEMBER 29
Hunter Jumper Show
Gloucester County Dream Park
400 Route 130
South Logan Twp., New Jersey
Contact: (856) 241-1415

DECEMBER 7 - 8
Woodedge Horse Show
Gloucester County Dream Park
400 Route 130
South Logan Twp., New Jersey
Contact: (856) 235-5623

DECEMBER 21
Luck of the Draw Presents
Bulls & Barrels
Gloucester County Dream Park
400 Route 130
South Logan Twp., New Jersey
Contact: (856) 241-1415

DECEMBER 7
Baymar Farms Inc
38 Harbor Road
Morganville, New Jersey
Contact: (732) 591-9600

DECEMBER 22
CJL Farm Inc Hunter Horse Show
353 Cedar Swamp Road
Jackson, New Jersey
Contact: (917) 371-4551

DECEMBER 29
Mane Events Horse Show
Gloucester County Dream Park Equestrian
Center
400 US Route 130
South Logan Township, NJ
Contact: (732) 372-2311www.
maneeventshorsesows.com

DECEMBER 8
CJL Farm Inc Hunter Horse Show
353 Cedar Swamp Road
Jackson, New Jersey
Contact: (917) 371-4551

DECEMBER 28
Dream Park Holiday Show
Gloucester County Dream Park
400 Route 130
South Logan Twp., New Jersey
Contact: (856) 241-1415

DECEMBER 2013

Attention Students
Looking For Community
Service Credits
Lets Get Together And Work
The Horse Park OF NJ Wants YOU
Call (609) 259-0170 For Volunteer Details

!
y
s
r
er tma
M hris
C

DECEMBER 31
Luck of the Draw Presents
Bulls & Barrels
Gloucester County Dream Park
400 Route 130
South Logan Twp., New Jersey
Contact: (856) 241-1415
Cami Gunther
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HORSE FACTS:
t)PSTFTDBOTMFFQCPUIMZJOHEPXOBOE
standing up.
t)PSTFTDBOSVOTIPSUMZBGUFSCJSUI
t%PNFTUJDIPSTFTIBWFBMJGFTQBOPG
around 25 years.
t"UIDFOUVSZIPSTFOBNFEA0ME#JMMZJT
said to have lived 62 years.
t)PSTFTIBWFBSPVOECPOFTJOUIFJS
skeleton.
t)PSTFTIBWFCFFOEPNFTUJDBUFEGPSPWFS
5000 years.
t)PSTFTBSFIFSCJWPSFT QMBOUFBUFST 
t)PSTFTIBWFCJHHFSFZFTUIBOBOZPUIFS
mammal that lives on land.
t#FDBVTFIPSTFTFZFTBSFPOUIFTJEFPG
their head they are capable of seeing
nearly 360 degrees at one time.
t)PSTFTHBMMPQBUBSPVOELQI
(27 mph).
t5IFGBTUFTUSFDPSEFETQSJOUJOHTQFFEPG
a horse was 88 kph (55 mph).
t&TUJNBUFTTVHHFTUUIBUUIFSFBSFBSPVOE
60 million horses in the world.
t4DJFOUJTUTCFMJFWFUIBUIPSTFTIBWF
evolved over the past 50 million years
from much smaller creatures.
t"NBMFIPSTFJTDBMMFEBTUBMMJPO
t"GFNBMFIPSTFJTDBMMFEBNBSF
t"ZPVOHNBMFIPSTFJTDBMMFEBDPMU
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,ZQ^QVO?Q\PW]\5Q[[,IQ[a#
+WUXM\Q\Q^M+WUJQVML,ZQ^QVOI\<PM
Horse Park of New Jersey
By: Susan Heckler

O

ne of the “Must See” places literally down the road
is The Horse Park of New
2MZ[Ma I\ ;\WVM <I^MZV  -Y]M[\ZQIV NIV[
were thrilled when The Horse Park opened
in 1987. The 185 acres were initially purchased by the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection with Green Acres
funding.
While the mailing address is Allentown,
it is actually located in Upper Freehold
Township on Route 524 (Stagecoach Road).
Check out their website to see the myriad of
events coming up at www.horseparkofnewjersey.com.
Something fairly new is the competitive Combined Driving or Carriage Driving. Think
back to your favorite episode of Little House on the Prairie when Ma and Pa hooked up the
team to the hitch and drove into town. What use to be a means of transportation is now a spectator sport, and a fun one at that.
+WUJQVML LZQ^QVO Q[ IV -Y]M[\ZQIV [XWZ\ [QUQTIZ \W -^MV\QVO IT[W
SVW_VI[0WZ[M<ZQIT[)T[WSVW_VI[PWZ[MLZQ^QVO\ZQIT[Q\Q[IVMY]M[\ZQIV[XWZ\QV^WT^QVOKIZZQIOMLZQ^QVO)KKWZLQVO\W\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[-Y]M[trian Federation’s website, “Although they share essentially the same heri\IOMKWUJQVMLLZQ^QVOLQNNMZ[[QOVQÅKIV\TaNZWUKIZZQIOMXTMI[]ZMLZQ^QVO
Instead of placing emphasis on the style, authenticity, and pleasurable
performance of a hitch, a combined driving event is rigorously perforUIVKMJI[MLIVLQ[IK\]ITTaUWLMTMLIN\MZ\PMUW]V\MLMY]M[\ZQIV\M[\
of three-day eventing. Combined driving is designed to test a horse’s or
a team’s speed, stamina, obedience and athleticism, in three distinct and
demanding phases usually held over the course of three days. Competitors
can consist of a single horse, a pair of horses or a team of four horses, and
they are tested in three phases: dressage, marathon and obstacle driving.”
The driver sits on a vehicle drawn by a single horse, a pair or a team of
four. The sport has three segments: dressage, cross-country marathon and
WJ[\IKTMKWVMLZQ^QVO1\Q[WVMWN \PM\MVQV\MZVI\QWVITMY]M[\ZQIV[XWZ\
PWZ[M LQ[KQXTQVM[ ZMKWOVQbML Ja \PM .MLMZI\QWV -Y]M[\ZM 1V\MZVI\QWVITM
(FEI); combined driving became an FEI discipline in 1970. There are different levels; Training, Preliminary, Intermediate, and Advanced level, for Singles, Pairs, and Four-in-Hand

divisions -- blends three competitions.
The search for the perfect carriage alone
Q[ I PWJJa 5IVa ][M ZM[\WZM IV\QY]M KIZriages and like other racing sports, many are
in search of a carriage with a competitive
edge.
For the Dressage portion, horses are
judged on forwardness, responsiveness, elasticity, and grace while completing a set pattern of movements in a 40- by 100- meter
arena. In the Marathon portion, six compliKI\MLWJ[\IKTM[ZMY]QZQVOIL^IVKMXTIVVQVO
plus split-second reactions testing a horses’
obedience, courage, and agility -- and drivers’ judgment and skill. The Cones portion is a test of precision driving against the clock
\PZW]OPIXI\\MZVWN VIZZW_¹OI\M[ºUILMJaXIQZ[WN \ZINÅKKWVM[_Q\P\MVVQ[JITT[XTIKML
on top. Toppling the cone or the ball falling off is a penalty and time is ticking.
Typically you have the driver and groom with a varying number of
horses. Your groom helps you navigate, keeps track of your time and helps
balance the carriage by throwing their weight from one side to the other
to prevent capsizing, similar to the crew of a sailboat. A typical carriage
with a team of horses can weigh 1,320 lbs. before a human steps on board.
This sport has been the rage in Europe for over 40 years and is catchQVOWVY]QKSTa\PZW]OPW]\\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[5IVaTWKITPWZ[MMV\P][QI[\[
are getting involved as a competitor or a spectator. Families are involved,
with some working the competition and some having their involvement
JMPQVL\PM[KMVM[_Q\P\PMKIZMWN \PMPWZ[M[WZMY]QXUMV\.IUQTQM[TW^M
to come and watch the beautiful animals and skilled drivers.
According to Chet Halka, owner of Halka Nurseries, his hobby became a passion over the four years he has been competing. Between the
horse, groom and driver, you have three personalities that have to come
together on the same day to win as a team. He said there is no end to what
he can learn.
The Combined Driving community is very close knit. Many travel
from state to state to compete with others who share the hobby.
Check out this video to see what Combined Driving is and how much fun it can be:
P\\X"___aW]\]JMKWU_I\KP'^%;\S54,*MXWNMI\]ZM%aW]\]JMQ

Combined driving is
designed to test a horse’s or
a team’s speed, stamina,
obedience and athleticism,
in three distinct and
demanding phases usually
held over the course of
three days.
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We Will Beat ANY Competitors Price!
Let East Coast Salt do the heavy work, from our warehouse to your basement.

EAST COAST
CALL TODAY FOR

FREE
DELIV
ERY

FREE DELIVERY

732.833.2973

621 Wright Debow Rd., Jackson NJ 08527
FAX: 732.833.4162www.eastcoastsalt.com

Toll Free: 1.888.273.1444
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One FREE Bag
with order of
Sun Crystals
with Rust Remover

Cannot be combined with other offersand
a Minimum of 800 lbs on delivery only

Expires 12/31/13

SPECIALS

on products when
they are picked up
Like us on facebook
for promotions
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3MZQ[<ZMM.IZU#<PM.Q^M;MV[M[WN +PZQ[\UI[
By: Susan Heckler

H

olidays explore each and every
WVMWN W]ZÅ^M[MV[M[<PM^Q[]IT[
are amazing with winter wonderlands inside and outside. The taste of holiday treats is always a real treat! The warmth
WN \PMÅZMXTIKMIVLNIUQTaP]O[UISM[NWZ
warm memories. Children’s voices in song
and your favorite tunes playing on the radio, day in and day out, from the start of
Thanksgiving all the way through the holiday season. The fragrances are so meaningful and memorable, candle makers and
room freshener manufacturers try to duplicate it to be used year round.
One very popular family tradition is to go to a local tree farm and pick your own live
tree. You have a beautiful tree farm just down the road in Allentown. Keris Tree Farm is
family owned and operated since 1977. The property has been in the family since 1934. The
ÅZ[\\ZMM[_MZMPIZ^M[\MLQV!!IN\MZaMIZ[WN KIZMIVLOZW_\P<PMQZXMZ[WVIT[I\Q[NIK\QWV
comes in planting a small seedling, nurturing it during the years of growth until it becomes
a majestic Christmas tree.
This family is serious about their trees. Keris Tree Farm is a member of the New Jersey
Christmas Christmas Tree Growers Association and the National Christmas Tree Growers
Association. The New Jersey Christmas Tree Growers Association was organized
in 1950 in Cranbury, New Jersey and represents over 200 members throughout the state. The
National
Christmas
Tree Association
is a professional organization in the United
States of over 5,100
“Christmas tree professionals.”
This year, by
K][\WUMZ ZMY]M[\
they are doubling
the size of the
Christmas Shop.
Stepping through
their door, you
walk into such
a homey atmosphere. It is
like stepping into
a Christmas card or a Norman
:WKS_MTT XIQV\QVO ) KZIKSTQVO ÅZM QV \PM ÅZMXTIKM IVL ITT \PM [QOP\[ [W]VL[ [KMV\[ IVL ÆI^WZ[ aW] TWWS
forward to. The shop is a great mix of old traditions and new trends. Much of
what they show brings the Christmas of your childhood into your home. They have ChristUI[Y]QT\[PIVLUILMWZVIUMV\[_ZMI\P[NZIOZIV\JIT[IUXQTTW_[_ITTIZ\JWWSIZ\IVL
mesmerizing jeweled trees. The Christmas tree and Nativity scene are the most recognizable
Christmas symbols. These warm and cozy sights will be treasured by your family for many
years to come.
Beginning Saturday, November 23th, you can begin your own family tradition and join
them at their 24-acre farm. You have a choice of selecting and cutting your own tree, buying
a pre-cut tree, or bringing home a live tree, balled and burlapped, and ready to be planted in
your yard once the season is over.
Once again Keris is participating in the TREES FOR TROOPS program. They will
donate 100 trees to families living on Lackland Airforce Base in San Antonio Texas. Between
December 6 and December 8, you too can purchase a tree at a reduced price to be delivered
to the base to be enjoyed by military families. Lackland is the Air Force’s only site for enlisted
basic military training for all non-prior service Airmen of the regular Air Force, Air National
Guard, and Air Force Reserve. The tree of your choice will be Fedexed to a family on the
base with a personal message from you. What a great way to spread the love of the holidays!
Trees for Troops is a program of the Christmas SPIRIT Foundation. Through the program, free, farm-grown Christmas Trees are delivered to United States armed forces members in all branches of the military and their families, through donations, sponsorships, grants

and the work of many volunteers. Since
2005, more than 122,000 Christmas Trees
have been provided to troops and military
families in the United States and overseas
through Trees for Troops. Thousands of
trees are donated by American farm families and the public, and FedEx delivers these
trees to more than 60 military bases in the
U.S. and overseas. FedEx has logged more
than 419,000 ground miles for the Trees for
Troops program.
Bring a little Christmas spirit to deserving military families whose loved ones are
away from home. This year get involved by
purchasing a tree for a military family at Keris Tree Farm or make a donation.
3MZQ[PI[\ZMM[WN ^IZQW][[QbM[\WÅ\ITTPWUM[IVLUIVa\aXM[QVKT]LQVO,W]OTI[.QZ*T]M
Spruce, White Pine, Concolor Fir, or Norway Spruce.
Keris welcomes the community to join in their celebrations and festivities. They have
scheduled two Family Day Weekends, November 30 and December 1 and the weekend of
December 7 and 8. Special guests will be dropping in to join in the fun; the Allentown High
School Woodwind Group will perform, the Monmouth County Livestock 4H and the Mercer
County Clever Clovers 4H will be paying a visit. Come see the Windy Farm Alpacas. Santa
_QTTJMRWQVQVO\PMUQVNZWV\WN \PMÅZMXTIKM\PM_MMSMVL[WN 6W^MUJMZ,MKMUJMZ
and December 14. There are other attractions and special guests coming so check out their
Facebook page for updates.
Start building your own family traditions and give your family memories for a lifetime.
Support your local business and join your community in celebrating the holiday season. Q
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2WQV\W*ZQVO4QOP\\W\PM0WTQLIa[
By: Susan Heckler

T

PM PWTQLIa [MI[WV [PW]TL JM ÅTTML _Q\P TW^M
happiness, hope and light for everyone. Toward the end of the year, especially in the
northern hemisphere, the daylight gets shorter and it
is the very darkest time of the year. We all need hope
and light. It is no accident that the end-of-the-year
holidays such as Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa, and
New Year’s all have a light theme to some degree. Holiday decorations emphasize the light; lighting candles
is very much part of the tradition for Christmas, Hanukkah, and Kwanzaa. Cities, towns, and homes are so
often full of festive lighting for all to enjoy.
All of those burning bulbs can burn through the
funds for many towns. According to Plumsted Township Committeeman Herb Marinari, the
KW[\WN ;VW_ÆISMPWTQLIaTQOP\QVOQ[ZW]OPTa !<PM8T]U[\ML*][QVM[[IVL5MZKPIV\[
Association (PBMA) is holding a 50/50 fundraiser with the help of Reindancer Therapeutic
Riding Center, to offset the cost of the holiday lighting.
1,000 tickets are available for sale at $5 each. Tickets are sold at businesses all over town;
Agway, New Egypt Market Place, and Big Woods Farm are just a few locations. They will
also be sold at the Christmas tree lighting December 7.
The way a 50/50 works is whoever wins, will win 50% of the money collected. If all
1,000 tickets are sold, the winner may win $2,500!!! Should that lucky winner wish to donate
all or part of the prize back, the town would be ecstatic as the excess money raised after the
electric bill gets paid will go to another community-minded, holiday-spirited program.

Each year for the past 9 or 10 years, the PBMA has
organized a food drive. This originated as The Giving
Tree through the public school system. Local families
in need of a helping hand are given a “food basket”
of non-perishable food for their holiday meal and then
some. While not technically a basket, reusable grocery
[\WZM[PWXXQVOJIO[IZMÅTTML\W\PMJZQU_Q\PNWWLNWZ
a holiday dinner and possibly a few meals afterward.
Donations of food and money are accepted gratefully
by the PBMA and anonymous families will enjoy their
holiday with full hearts and full tummies. Last year,
roughly $4,000 in food and dollars went into 175 holiday meals.
According to Mr. Marinari, the PBMA wants the town to know that their local businesses
and merchants truly appreciate the town’s support of their businesses, and want the town to
know that they are there to support the town in times of need and celebration.
If you are looking to share a little love and light for the holiday season, you can contact
the PBMA (609) 758-8002. The Plumsted Business & Merchants Association has worked to
[]XXWZ\I^QJZIV\MKWVWUaIVLIVQUXZW^MLY]ITQ\aWN TQNMQVaW]ZKWUU]VQ\aNWZW^MZ 
years. The PBMA is a member of Main Street New Egypt and is united with the Neighborhood Preservation Program and the Plumsted Township Council of the Arts and has
partnered with your local schools and government to form a more powerful voice for business
development and advocacy while maintaining your rural community. Q
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GREGORY P. MATARRESE
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Over 20 years experience serving
the residents of New Jersey and New York

By: Susan Heckler

PERSONAL INJURY
REAL ESTATE
BUSINESS FORMATION WILLS & ESTATES
MUNICIPAL COURT
Licensed to practice with offices
in New Jersey and New York

Mention this Ad
for a FREE initial consultation

Call your neighbor in Millstone
x£xÊ,ÕÌiÊÎÎÊUÊÃÌiÊ/Ü«°]Ê ÊänxÎx
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THE COMPLETE HANDYMAN
Home	
  Improvements

“No	
  Job	
  Too	
  Big	
  Or	
  Too	
  Small”
ůůƚǇƉĞƐŽĨƌĞƉĂŝƌƐĂŶĚŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƟŽŶƐ
Finished	
  Basements,	
  Bathrooms,	
  	
  
Kitchens,	
  etc.	
  
Lic.	
  #13VH04304300	
  *Fully	
  Insured

Bob	
  Yacovelli	
  
609-‐208-‐0907	
  wk.
732-‐735-‐1540	
  cell

I
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n the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, Freehold resident Samantha Kandell was looking
for a way for a 16 year old to help.
She didn’t have a lot of money to spend but she had a really big heart and great
cookie recipes. Samantha started Cookies for a Cause, baking homemade cookies and delivering them to shelters housing people who were unable to go back to their homes. Their
basic needs were met by other charities, but she gave them that extra-added touch of kindness. Samantha’s cookies were delivered to Staten Island and the New Jersey shore area.
The needs of Sandy victims are fairly settled, so her attention has been on the local
shelters and food pantries. Samantha has worked closely with members of her synagogue,
Congregation Shaari Emeth in Manalapan and has rallied 20 volunteers in 8 high schools to
meet the growing needs on a local level. Students at Freehold Borough HS, Freehold Township HS, Manalapan HS, Marlboro HS, Howell HS, BioTech HS, Allied HS, Marlboro
Middle School and Eisenhower Middle School in Freehold have volunteered to purchase
\PM[]XXTQM[IVLJISMa]UUaKWWSQM[\WJMVMÅ\7XMV,WWZWV<PZWKSUWZ\WV;\ZMM\QV
Freehold and The Freehold Clergy Association’s Emergency Housing Program. This program provides food and shelter to homeless men during the coldest months of the year. Each
winter for the past nine years, the clergy association has housed up to 15 homeless men a
night in houses of worship across Western Monmouth County.
All of the local organizations do an amazing job to care to the needs of our residents
in distress. Cookies for a Cause takes it to another level, a few bites of sweetness and a gift
straight from the heart. Samantha estimates she has baked and delivered over 5,000 cookies.
Keep up the great work Samantha and let me shake your hand! Should anyone be
interested in donating money, supplies or baking, you can contact Samantha at srk3215@
aol.com. Q
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Property Tax Rewards,
)ZM<PMa:QOP\NWZAW]Z<W_V'

I

f they are doing it, maybe
it’s a great idea. If it’s a great
idea, let’s join in on it!
Back in September 2012, Marlboro Township launched the “Shop
Marlboro Campaign.” This innovative effort allows local businesses to
offer shoppers a chance to have a percentage of their purchase go toward their property tax
bill. This has been done in conjunction with FinCorp and a local bank, Investors Bank. This
allows the 41,000 resident’s in Marlboro to support their local businesses and save on their
own property taxes.
The participating businesses can choose whatever percent discount they choose to offer
shoppers with the reward cards. They have offered property tax credits from 2 to 16 percent
WNN [PWXXQVOJQTT[?PQTM\PMXZWOZIULWM[K]\QV\W[\WZM[¼XZWÅ\UIZOQV[\PMPWXMQ[\PI\\PM
store may gain a customer who will choose to shop locally, and the shopper saves at tax time.
Registration is free so there really is no downside to try it.
The example given on the town’s website is “The price of your dinner for four people at a
restaurant that is participating in the Shop Marlboro program with a 20% program rebate is
$200. When paying the bill (either cash or credit card), just present your Shop Marlboro card,
which is then swiped. Thereafter, $40 (less third-party program management and processing
fees) will be applied as a credit against your annual property tax bill. Annually, when the Township issues its next property tax bill the cumulative transactions will show up as a tax credit,
thereby reducing your tax due.”
Our own Plumsted recently hosted a meeting to discuss implementation there too. Businesses have all been hit by the economic conditions, but the small local businesses took the

By: Susan Heckler
hardest hits. This proposed program would encourage the township’s 8,000 residents to increase sales by shopping locally.
According to Carmine DeFalco, Managing Director for FinCredit Inc., “To date we have
W^MZNIUQTQM[ZMOQ[\MZMLQV5IZTJWZW.WZ\PMK]ZZMV\Å[KITaMIZ_M
are on track to achieve over $1Million in purchases utilizing the Shop Marlboro card. We estimate $60-70K in property tax savings for the community.” FinCredit oversees other similar
XZWOZIU[K]ZZMV\Ta;PWX*IaWVVMIVL8QKS8MY]IVVWKS1V\PMVM`\KW]XTMWN _MMS[\PMa_QTT
launch Shop West Orange, Shop Voorhees and Shop Highland Park.
“The more you shop locally, the more your property taxes will go down,” said state Assemblyman Ronald S. Dancer. Dancer, a Republican who lives in Plumsted, also serves as the
township’s business administrator. In a recent press release, Assemblyman Dancer has introduced a bill permitting municipalities to authorize property tax reward programs in which
residents who patronize businesses in their towns receive property tax credits on their tax bills.
Renters are also eligible and would receive a cash rebate instead of a tax credit. “It has the
potential to measurably reduce a homeowner’s property tax bill while bringing increased business to local shops without cost to the property taxpayer or the municipality. It’s a win-win for
everyone and will, I believe, serve as a model for towns throughout the U.S.”
In the proposal for Plumsted Township, FinCredit Inc. of Hamilton would administer
the program, issue the rebate cards to enrolled Plumsted residents and manage the monetary
transactions. The idea has been met with mixed reviews. Residents seem to be in favor of this,
but there is skepticism in the business community.
Plumsted Township is doing their due diligence and researching the idea and whether or
not it will be in their town’s best interest. The other towns participating in these programs have
a larger population and a larger business base. Q
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Envision Permanent
Makeup
by

SANDY MARINKO
Micro Pigmentation Specialist

Make Up Applied
Permanently,
Never Worry Again

Eyeliner
Eyebrows
Lipliner

Full Lip Color
Beauty Marks
Scar Camouflage

www.envisionmakeup.com
for a FREE consultation call:
732-‐547-‐0643 (days) or 732-‐780-‐0217 (evenings)
500 Route 33 West Millstone, New Jersey 08535

Protect Your Home with . . .
NJDEP Lic. # 99074A

TERMITE DAMAGE

Your Home

Subterranean Mud Tube

Subterranean Termites

If you have ALL of the above . . . you really
need to call this number 732-657-8600.

Serving: Monmouth, Middlesex, and Ocean Counties
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Continued from 25
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Total attendance for all events is 200,000 a year, and increasing every year.”
Check out their expansive website and see for yourself, their schedule offers something
for everyone and everything for someone. Below is the listing for December 2013 alone!
DATE

TIME

PERFORMANCE
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Sunday, December 15, 2013

5:00 PM

THE NUTCRACKER

Sunday, December 15, 2013

1:00 PM

THE NUTCRACKER

Saturday, December 14, 2013

5:00 PM

THE NUTCRACKER

Saturday, December 14, 2013

1:00 PM

THE NUTCRACKER

Friday, December 13, 2013

8:00 PM

DANU: A CHRISTMAS IN IRELAND

'SJEBZ %FDFNCFS 
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Friday, December 6, 2013

8:00 PM

THE 7TH ANNUAL SINATRA TRIBUTE

Thursday, December 5, 2013

8:00 PM

LEWIS BLACK: THE RANT IS DUE

Wednesday, December 4, 2013

8:00 PM

LEWIS BLACK: THE RANT IS DUE

Tuesday, December 3, 2013

8:00 PM

CEDRIC THE ENTERTAINER
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You have the opportunity to enjoy top-notch talent at affordable prices. The theater is
JMI]\QN]T IVL KWUNWZ\IJTM IVL ^MZa KWV^MVQMV\ :ML *IVS WNNMZ[ \MZZQÅK ZM[\I]ZIV\[ _Q\P
K]Q[QVM[NZWUUIVaKW]V\ZQM[IVL\WÅ\ITTJ]LOM\[
<PM+W]V\*I[QM<PMI\MZ_MTKWUM[VW\NWZXZWÅ\WZOIVQbI\QWV[\WMVRWa\PMQZNIKQTQ\a
They discount for group sales so many organizations are able to sell tickets for fundraisers,
plan group outings and host their own special events.
Education is an important part of their mission. “Our educational mission as an arts
organization is to instill the concepts of creative thinking and effective reasoning, and to
inspire out of the box thinking and appreciation of the process as well as the product, while
fostering an understanding and appreciation for cultural enrichment for people at all economic levels.” They offer workshops and outreach programs year-round on various subjects
in performing arts and self-improvement.
One of my personal favorite offerings at the theater are the shows produced by Phoenix
Productions. There is so much to say about this, it will have to wait to for them to have their
own article!
Check out their website www.CountBasieTheater.org or call them for more information
(732)-842-9000. They are located at 99 Monmouth Street in Red Bank. Q
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Bordentown
Continued from page 11

from New York and Philadelphia.
Some became permanent residents
and others maintained summer
homes near the Delaware River.
Bordentown did not escape the
wraths of war. During the 1770’s
the area became embroiled in the
revolution. The town was occupied
by the Hessians in 1776 and pillaged and partly burned by the British in 1778. After the Battle of the
Kegs in 1778, the British plundered
the town and burned many homes
including the entire block from Park
Street to the river west of Farnsworth. Francis Hopkinson, Colonel
Kirkbride, Thomas Paine, Joseph
Borden the second, and Colonel
Hoagland were very active in the
War for Independence.
In 1816, Joseph Bonaparte purchased 211 acres on the east side
of town. After being displaced and
harassed in Europe, Joseph and his
male secretary booked a passage to
America under an assumed name.
He took with him only a suitcase
of jewels and buried the rest of his
Statue of Thomas Paine
fortune on the grounds of his Swiss
hideaway. He settled in New Jersey
under the name of Count de Survilliers where he eventually bought up over 1000 more
acres of land in Bordentown close to the river. He built an elaborate Mansion called Breeze
Point where he went on to create an English looking country estate with winding carriage
drives and planted trees and shrubs. He built a lake 200 yards wide and a half-mile long and
erected his home on the embankment overlooking the lake and the river. There was an underground tunnel that led from his home to the bank of the river. He was always in fear of
attacks by agents of France’s enemies, England, Spain, and even unfriendly Americans who
were unsympathetic to him. He also built a home close by for one of his daughters and for his
secretary. Today part of the tunnel still exists though it is broken in different places and the
secretary’s house still stands on Park Street.
Joseph sent his trusted secretary back to retrieve the rest of his gold and jewelry so
PMKW]TLÅVQ[PJ]QTLQVOPQ[UIV[QWVIVL\PW]OPXZW^MV\WJMIZQ[SaMVLMI^WZPQ[[MKretary survived a ship wreck off the coast of Ireland and others perils, but he managed
to eventually make his way into Switzerland and dig up Napoleons hidden treasure in
the middle of the night and return safely back to America with the treasure intact. Before returning to America though he stopped off to see Joseph’s wife who was living in
Belgium. She decided to stay on in Brussels due to her ill health. Joseph’s two daughters returned with the secretary back to New Jersey to live with their father. It was a
Å^MUWV\P RW]ZVMa JMNWZM 2W[MXP _I[ ZM]VQ\ML _Q\P \PM ZM[\ WN  PQ[ NWZ\]VM IVL PQ[
LI]OP\MZ[ 0M _I[ Y]Q\M \PM [WKQITQ\M IVL MV\MZ\IQVML UIVa NIUW][ XMWXTM I\ PQ[ UIVsion. He stayed in the area from 1816 to 1839. For more information on Joseph BonaXIZ\M IVL PQ[ \QUM QV 6M_ 2MZ[Ma OW \W" P\\X"ÆI\ZWKSWZOVb\WXQK[VM_GRMZ[Ma
new_jerseys_ex_king.htm (See New Jersey’s ex-king and his crowned jewels article).
By 1831, the steam Engine the “John Bull” came to town and by 1834 the Delaware Raritan Canal had opened. There was much progress as far as products and people coming to
and from the area. There was prosperity for all, but in 1871 the Pennsylvania Railroad leased
the railroad and canal and gradually closed the shops and eliminated most of the canal’s trafÅKQVIVMNNWZ\\WOM\ZQLWN Q\[ZQ^ITZW]\M5W[\WN \PMKIVIT¼[\ZINÅK_I[[\WXXMLM`KMX\NWZI
seasonal parade of yachts and the town stores suffered a severe blow because of it.
*WZLMV\W_V<W_V[PQX_I[KZMI\MLNZWU+PM[\MZÅMTL<W_V[PQXQV <PM*WZW]OP
of Bordentown was established in 1825 and separated from the Township when it was
chartered in 1867.
<PM+TIZI*IZ\WVÅZ[\X]JTQKNZMM[KPWWTPW][MQ[[\QTTTWKI\MLI\+ZW[[_QKS[IVL*]ZTQVOton Streets. It is now a museum and still has many originals items in it. Bordentown is rich
with beautiful old well kept homes, many dating back to the early eighteen hundreds, some
earlier. One can see the many different styles of architecture by just taking a stroll down one
of the streets.

You can pick up a self-guided brochure for just three dollars from the Bordentown Historical society at the Old City Hall, which houses a visitor’s center. You can also download the
same brochure online at: http://downtownbordentown.com/guided-tour.php and take your
own self guided walking tour.
Bordentown’s architecture dates back from the 1600’s through the early 1900’s. Earlier
[\Z]K\]ZM[_MZM[QUXTMIVLXZQUQ\Q^M_WWL[\Z]K\]ZM[ZMÆMK\ML\PMTQNMWN \PM9]ISMZ[_PW
ÅZ[\[M\\TMLPMZM)[\PM\W_VOZM_QVJW\PXZW[XMZQ\aIVL_MIT\P[WLQL\PMPWUM[8MWXTM
coming from larger cities such as New York and Philadelphia brought the popular style architecture with them as they helped build the city of Bordentown. There were grand houses
built in the Italian Villa, Italianate shingle, and Queen Anne styles. Public buildings, halls,
churches, and banks were also built in grand style. You can still see hitching posts, brick walkways and various old hand forged door treatments as well as original cast wrought iron gates
popular in the19th century. One thing for sure, the people of Bordentown are proud of their
heritage and it shows in the immaculate care of these old preserved homes and properties.
There are so many homes worth seeing. I have included a few that you don’t want to miss
TQSM\PM7TL+Q\a0ITTTWKI\MLI\+ZW[[_QKS[;\ZMM\<PQ[Q[I:WUIVM[Y]MJ]QTLQVO_PQKP
is a historic landmark with its Queen Anne clock tower and Seth Thomas Clock.
The Clara Barton School, which was in use in 1852 when Clara demonstrated that free
public schools would work. It’s a simple gabled building on Crosswicks and Burlington Street.
Farnsworth Landing on the corner of Prince and Park Street. This is where the original Thomas Farnsworth cabin was erected in 1682. The present home‘s architecture is
Greek portico.
The Swift Mansion, on 2 Prince Street, is a late Victoria Italian Revival home overlooking
\PM,MTI_IZMIVL_I[W_VMLJaQV^MV\WZ/MWZOM?;_QN\2Z1\PI[IVMTM^I\WZJM\_MMVÆWWZ[
Bonaparte’s Park Garden House on Park Street is now part of the Divine Word Mission.
There is a beautiful Iron Gate entrance. There are many other large homes overlooking the
Delaware on Park Street.

First National Bank in Bordentown with its large columns reminiscent of a Roman or Greek structure

<PM8I\QMVKM?ZQOP\0W][MQ[\PMPWUMWN \PMÅZ[\_WUIV[K]TX\ZM[[_PW_I[IT[WIV)UMZican Spy in London during the Revolution. The home is located at 100 Farnsworth Avenue.
The First National State Bank, which was built in 1914, is of the temple front style. It’s
a large granite structure with large columns out front. It looks like Rome or Greek origin.
There are so many more homes and sights to see and visit. If you want to purchase the
self guided home tour by mail, write to: Bordentown Historical Society- P.O. Box 182, Bordentown NJ, 08505. The back page will provide you with a map of house locations. There
are many that are within walking distance.
You can get to Bordentown via Route 130 South, turn right onto Farnsworth Ave or take
route 195 West. Get off at South Broad Street/Arena Drive exit- take the furthest exit on
ramp and go straight to the circle. Turn left and follow the Route 206 sign and then turn right
on Amboy Ave, which turns into Park Street. Go straight on Park Street. This will take you
right down to the river and boat ramp. The train station is on the left. You can also view the
large old homes on the right on Park Street that overlook the river. If you make a left at the
end of Park Street it will lead you into town. Look for Farnsworth Avenue!
Stay tuned for next month’s Issue- Bordentown in the Present! Q
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Stay Healthy While
<ZI^MTQVO<PQ[0WTQLIa;MI[WV
Surviving sneeze season is simple

U

nless your idea of a good time is being laid
up for days with the headaches, diarrhea,
chills, and muscle aches that all come cour\M[a WN  \PM Æ] aW] ZMITTa LWV¼\ _IV\ \W OM\ [QKS \PQ[
holiday season. We found a great product that targets
aW]ZQUU]VM[a[\MUIVLXZM^MV\[KWTL[IVLÆ]
USANA, a pioneer in health and wellness has created a easy to use powder called—Booster C 600™. It
Q[ TW_ KITWZQM ][M[ bQVK MTLMZJMZZa IVL PQOPY]ITQ\a
echinacea and incorporates USANA’s proprietary Poly
+^Q\IUQV+JTMVL<PMZMIZMVWIZ\QÅKQIT[_MM\MVMZ[KWTWZ[WZÆI^WZ[
The proprietary Poly C used in the Booster C 600 blend has been shown to provide
higher levels of vitamin C over a longer period of time.
It is also is safe, pure, and effective.
The immune system is the most complex system in the human body. A diverse mix
of tissues, proteins, cells and organs work together to support total body defense. Without
proper nutrition, the immune system can become weak and ineffective. Immune Health
supplements help to support healthy immune function.
Booster C 600 is also the perfect seasonal companion for every member of your family
as well as a go-to product for those times when you feel your immunity needs a little boost.
So, Booster C600 is also the perfect seasonal companion for every member of your family as
well as a go-to product for those times when you feel your immunity needs a little boost.*It
Q[\PMXMZNMK\[WT]\QWVNWZUIQV\IQVQVOIÆ]NZMM[MI[WV
Priced at only $35 for 28 packets, this product is groundbreaking and effective. For easy
IVLNI[\LMTQ^MZaKWV\IK\;PMQTI8QMPTMZ)),8+MZ\QÅML0MIT\P+WIKP
Vision Nutrition Institute at (732)936-8688 or *Sheila@vninj.com.
Visit www.VNINJ.com Q

10% Off

any installation when you
mention you saw this ad in
The Millstone Times or The
Monmouth Family Times
(not to be combined
with any other offers.)
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Millstone Jr. Midget Cheer Team is going to
DISNEY!!!
By: Pam Teel

T

he Millstone Jr. Midget cheer team traveled
up to Albany, NY to compete in the Eastern
Region Championship on Saturday 11/16.
Competition was tough, but Millstone came out on
top. 1st place Eastern Region Champions! This team
has taken the championship title at every event so far
\PQ[aMIZ6W_\PMaIZMWVIY]M[\NWZOWTLI\6I\QWVIT[
in Orlando Florida. The Jr. Midgets will compete with
the best of the best from across the country.
The team is made up of 22 girls varying in age
NZWU\POZILM\W \POZILM<PQ[aMIZ\PM\MIUOZIL]I\M[!OQZT[[W\W[XMVL\PMQZÅVITM
in Orlando, Florida is a great send off. 22 girls can bring with it a lot of drama, but not on
this team. These girls are ONE COHESIVE UNIT. They work well together and look out
for one another. These girls are focused and determined to bring their best to nationals.
They want to continue on their winning streak and take home that NATIONAL TITLE

that hasn’t been brought back to Millstone since 2004.
Another winning attribute this team has, is its parents.
The parents are extremely supportive and spirited; this
makes for a winning combination. Wednesday, December 11th is the day the Jr. Midgets will compete.
The Millstone community has been so supportive of
this team along the way. These girls are champions to
all that watch them!
Fundraising has been underway for this team and
Q\KWV\QV]M[<PQ[2Z5QLOM\\MIUQ[PWXQVO\WÅVLI[U]KP[XWV[WZ[PQXI[\PMaKIV\WPMTX
them with their travel to Disney. If you can help in any way, donations can be sent to MEFCBC PO Box 457 Millstone Twp. NJ 08535. Please contact Sharon Peake or John Kuchar/
5QTT[\WVM 8WX ?IZVMZ _Q\P IVa Y]M[\QWV[ ;\XMISM(WX\WVTQVMVM\ WZ 2WPV 3]KPIZ S]KPman@optonline.netQ
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happy holidays!!
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)TTMV\W_V*][QVM[[M[.QOP\QVO*IKS
By: Pam Teel

Melted wine bottle cheese and cracker holder, glass fusion wind
chime, recycled wine bottle candle and jewelry. Some of the many
things to do and buy at the store!

Bruno’s “One Sweet Ride” Bike Shop

D

Historic Old Mill is brought back to life with many new stores and a restaurant.

espite the fact that Allentown has been dealt
some mighty blows over the past few years,
Q\IT_Ia[[MMU[\WÅVLI_Ia\WZQ[MNZWU\PM
ashes, so to speak. With Hurricane Irene in 2011 and Hurricane Sandy soon to follow in 2012, the town has withstood
ÆWWLMLZWIL_Ia[LIUIOM\WJ][QVM[[M[IVLPWUM[IVLI
long delayed bridge reconstruction at the Mill Pond. It was a
XMZQWL\PI\[P]\WNN \PM\W_VNZWUNZMY]MV\\ZI^MTMZ[XI[[QVO
back and forth from work and potential shoppers stopping
by to visit their favorite shops.
A period where many businesses suffered, barely holding on, and sadly some that didn’t make it, but Allentown
is a town with a backbone and that backbone is made up
of many business owners who never gave up on ways of
reinventing their town and bringing the people back into it.

with Kari Chilleri, who helps her run the store. The store
serves as a full service Florist catering to weddings, funerals, parties and all other events. They also carry balloons,
gourmet baskets, and handmade items such as candles and
jewelry made by recycled wine bottles. (A portion of the
candle sales goes to help local dog rescues). Weddings are a
specialty of theirs. They were even showcased in the Knot,
a Premiere wedding website book. They are open seven
days a week and deliver. They cover Ocean, Monmouth and
Burlington County. They also have a Paint your own Pot\MZa;\]LQW_Q\PUIVaXQMKM[WN XZMÅZMLJQ[Y]MWV\PMQZ
stocked shelves to pick from. You can also make glass fusion
plates, have a special wine bottle melted down to be made
into a cheese and cracker tray, paint Me- T- shirts, mosaics,
canvas painting, and more. There are tables to do your work

Stop in for a quick hot chocolate, coffee or a smoothie and some homemade candy.

Come and visit. Heather has a great array of candies for all occasions!

Allentown is looking up with many new businesses coming in and many established businesses beckoning you to
come on in and rediscover their charm. One such business
is Bloomers N ‘Things at 24 South Main Street. Owner
Debbie Personette has been in town for thirteen years along

Come on in and pick your own pottery to work on.
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Take Your Family To Alaska
This Year On The Disney Wonder

Cruises
(SS0UJS\ZP]L
 9LZVY[Z

3HUK;V\YZ
<ZL(TLYPJHU
/VUL`TVVUZ  ,_WYLZZ7VPU[Z
+LZP[PUH[PVU>LKKPUNZ

Why Use A Travel Agent?

-ARIA 4ILTON

Franchise Owner
Cruise Specialist
& Land Vacations

9LJLP]L)L[[LY7YPJPUN =HS\L;OHU
0U[LYUL[)VVRPUNZ*\Z[VTLY:LY]PJL
:HML[`,_WLYPLUJL-YLL<WNYHKLZ

4OLL &REE    s ,OCAL 732-410-8962
WWWILOVEVACATIONDEALSCOM s WWWFACEBOOKCOM#RUISEWITH-ARIA

Bloomers N’ Things Store Front at 24 South Main Street

on and the atmosphere is very relaxing. If you’re a Scout troop or are having a Birthday
party, this is the place to be with so many hands on activities to keep the youngsters busy.
You can order in food and drinks and have a great time. This is also a great place to hold a
fundraiser especially since there is no studio fee. Bloomers also carries cash and carry bouY]M\[1N aW]VMMLÆW_MZ[QVIP]ZZaR][\[\WXQVAW]KIVOM\IJW]Y]M\WN ILWbMVZW[M[
for $25.00. Debbie also offers a summer camp for children with many different crafts on
hand for them to explore! Call or email Debbie for information about the summer camp for
KPQTLZMVWZIVaW\PMZQVY]QZQM[I\"*TWWUMZ[6¼\PQVO[VM\WZ!!!
Debbie also has Ladies Night. If you have six friends who want to come in one night and
work on a craft, she will even keep the store open late for you. What makes it even more fun
is that you can bring your own wine and snacks to eat! You can stop in any time during the
day too if you just want some time for yourself. There’s plenty to keep you coming back for
more!
Diagonally across the street and new to the town is Bruno’s Bike shop. The store moved
from Globus Plaza to Main Street in September. Owner, Jim Bruno, has a large array of
bikes, from children to adults, and skateboards to choose from. He also has repair mechanics on duty full time. The store motto is, “One Sweet Ride,” appropriately named because
Jim’s daughter Heather has a sweet shop in the rear of the store. Heather makes all of the
homemade chocolates. There are chocolate gift boxes, chocolate cornucopias, chocolate
football lollipops, and much more. Heather also carries novelty candy! There are cute tables
in the candy shop where you can sit and have coffee, hot chocolate or a smoothie (Free Wi-Fi
[MZ^QKMI^IQTIJTM0MI\PMZIVLPMZNI\PMZPW[\UIVaM^MV\[7VMQ[WV\PMÅZ[\.ZQLIaWN \PM
month showcasing Artist on the Avenue, where local musicians entertain In front of their
store. For those biking enthusiasts, there are organized bike rides at every level, so if you
haven’t ridden in a while, not to worry, the pace will be at your discretion. There are novice
and intermediate levels too. You can reach Jim at Brunosbicycles.com or call 609 208-0544.
New stores at the Mill include: The Green Lace Lion. They sell vintage and handmade
PWUMLuKWZIVLN]ZVQ\]ZM<PMaIT[WZM]XPWT[\MZIVLZMÅVQ[PXQMKM[/aX[QM[Q[IVMKTMK\QK
JW]\QY]M NMI\]ZQVO TWKIT IZ\Q[\  <PMZM IZM IT[W [M_QVO KTI[[M[ I^IQTIJTM 7XMVQVO [WWV Q[
+W[\MTTW¼[IV1\ITQIV:M[\I]ZIV\WV\PMUIQVÆWWZWN \PMUQTT5ISM[]ZMaW]^Q[Q\\PM+WXXMZNZWOIVI\]ZMQV[XQZMLÅVMIZ\[[\WZM\PI\PI[JMMVWXMVNWZIaMIZVW_ILRIKMV\\W\PM
UQTT0MZMaW]¼TTÅVLTWKITIVLZMOQWVITIZ\Q[\[_WZS[_PQKPQVKT]LMRM_MTZaXW\\MZa[\IQVML
OTI[[XPW\WOZIXPaIVL]VQY]MOQN\[
Other shops in town include: Necessities’ of the Heart -which sells Vera Bradley, Brighton accessories, Trollbeads, Camilia and other accessories, Earth Goddess Jewelry and Gifts,
and more. Stop by one of the stores or eateries and pick up the newest town brochure showcasing all of the wonderful things Allentown has to offer. Spend a day out and support your
local businesses. These shops need the support of the community in order to survive. Need
IKWWT+PZQ[\UI[OQN\_PaVW\KPMKSW]\aW]ZTWKIT[\WZM[ÅZ[\JMNWZMPMILQVO\W\PMUITT
Join the people of Allentown on December 7th for their annual Holiday Celebration. Go
to www.allentownnj.com for future events. (Allentown Business Association- ABCA website) Let’s all give back to our local communities. We wouldn’t want to lose these wonderful
businesses! Q

Cheng Chen
  

HOURS:
Mon - Thurs: 11:00 am-10:00 pm
Fri & Sat: 11:00 am – 11:00 pm
Sunday: 12:00 noon – 10:00 pm

(609) 443-5330
(609) 443-5331
We accept all major credit cards

  

10%  off  

Any  Purchase  
Cash  and  Pick-up  Only  
Expires:  
12/31/13

659 Abbington, Dr #403, East Windsor NJ 08520
(Twin Rivers Shopping Mall Route 33)

Free Review of Your
Business and Personal
Tax Returns

CENTR AL
LOCATION

SIMON & DEITZ, LLC, CPA’S
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The Amish Market

Continued from page 13
included a Ferris wheel, merry-go-round and train. The TallUIV NIUQTa QVKZMI[ML \PM [QbM IVL ^IZQM\a WN  \PM ÆMI UIZSM\
and inside stores.
In 1988 they sold the business and property to the current
Columbus Farmers Market, LLC. Under the new ownership,
the size of the acreage increased from 30 acres to 200 acres. Additionally, the Produce Row building, the All-Weather Outdoor
Flea Market Pavilions, the Columbus Self Storage facility and
the four Flex buildings were built, which today house Central
2MZ[Ma-Y]QXUMV\2WPV,MMZM24.]ZVQ\]ZMIVL;PML[IVL
+WT]UJ][)V\QY]M5ITT
They have recently opened four new buildings at the southern entrance to the market, as well as the self-storage center.
These stores include:
<PM+MV\ZIT2MZ[Ma-Y]QXUMV\[\WZM_Q\PI[MTMK\QWVWN 2WPV
Deere tractors, mowers and utility vehicles, as well as STIHL
PIVLPMTL XZWL]K\ TQVM <PMa KIZZa 076,) 8W_MZ -Y]QXment, which includes Generators, Pumps, Walk Behind LawnUW_MZ[IVL<QTTMZ[)VLWN KW]Z[M+MV\ZIT2MZ[Ma-Y]QXUMV\
provides Parts and Service for everything that they sell.
<PM+WT]UJ][)V\QY]M[5ITT\_WJ]QTLQVO[ÅTTML_Q\PÅVM
IV\QY]M[IVLKWTTMK\QJTM[
24;PML[IVL.]ZVQ\]ZMPI^MIOZMI\[MTMK\QWVWN QVLWWZIVL
W]\LWWZN]ZVQ\]ZM[PML[XTIaMY]QXUMV\IVLOIbMJW[
;\WZMQ\ITTI\\PM[\I\MWN \PMIZ\+WT]UJ][;MTN;\WZIOM_Q\P
24-hour access for all units.
During my last visit, I solved the mystery. I asked one of
the many Amish that work at the market (tactfully) how they
OM\\PMZM1LQLV¼\[MMIXIZSQVOTW\ÅTTML_Q\PJTIKSJ]OOQM[IVL
horses so I realized there must be a different mode of transportation. Apparently you are allowed to ride a private taxi or bus
when the opportunity is important. Q

Michele Obama’s Let’s Move!

4WKIT.IKMJWWS8IOM[I ;\INÅVO)OMVKQM[
from page 8
>QZ\]IT*]TTM\QV*WIZL Continued
businesses are ‘intent to hire’. This can reduce the overall outBy: Susan Heckler

A

ngela Anthony, local real\WZIVLMTMK\MLWNÅKQITNWZ
Allentown Borough has taken
her jobs to new heights. She
has created Facebook pages for
Millstone Township, Plumsted,
Hamilton and, of course, her
hometown Allentown Borough
along with Upper Freehold Township.
)[ I ZMIT\WZ )VOMTI PI[ PMZ ÅVOMZ WV \PM X]T[M WN  PMZ
part of Western Monmouth. She has made a commitment
to know the comings and goings in the towns she lists and
sells. Add to that her position of Councilwoman for Allentown Borough, Youth Leader for Crossroads Youth Center,
and you have one very informed lady.
Her Facebook pages post upcoming events, share links
for local businesses, postings for lost pets, yard sales, and just
about anything else a local resident may want or need to
know. Her sites are virtual bulletin boards.
According to Angela, “I created the page, along with
other pages, to bring the community together. I consider the
XIOM¹W]ZºXIOMº?PMV[PMQVQ\QITTaZIVNWZX]JTQKWNÅKMPMZ
platform was about communication. True to her word, the
Facebook pages are a great effort to spread the good word for
the Betterment of our communities.
She welcomes members and visitors to her sites. Feel free
to email her at: MoveWithAngela@gmail.com. Q

Ja\PMIOMWN \_WIVLIXXZW`QUI\MTaWVMQVÅ^MKPQTLZMVIZM
overweight or obese by his/her sixth birthday.
Continued from page 1
Lakeview Child Center opened in 1985 and operates a
)[IVINÅTQI\MWN :WJMZ\?WWL2WPV[WV=VQ^MZ[Q\a0W[XQ\IT
network of six childcare centers throughout Central New Jer0IUQT\WV4ISM^QM_+PQTL+MV\MZPI[\PM]VQY]MIJQTQ\a\W
sey, including Ewing, Hamilton, Lawrenceville, Mercerville,
coordinate hands-on learning activities with hospital providRobbinsville and West Windsor.
ers. Registered dietitians from the hospital’s SHAPEDOWN )JW]\:?20IUQT\WV
program – a 10-week weight management program for chilRobert Wood Johnson University Hospital Hamilton
dren and teens – teach monthly nutrition education at the :?20IUQT\WVQ[\PMÅZ[\WN \_W6M_2MZ[MaPW[XQ\IT[\WZMHamilton location.
ceive the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award. Located
“Landmark studies are demonstrating that dietary habits in Hamilton Township, NJ, the hospital is part of the RWJ
are impressionable at a very young age,” says Barbara Weber 0MIT\P;a[\MUIVL6M\_WZSIVLQ[INÅTQI\ML_Q\P\PM:]\OMZ[
Berry, a registered nurse and the coordinator of RWJ Ham- Robert Wood Johnson Medical School and Rutgers Cancer
ilton’s SHAPEDOWN program. “Lakeview’s efforts to instill Institute of New Jersey.
healthy nutrition awareness at the preschool level are signifRWJ Hamilton Health Care Corporation serves commuicant because they are helping to turn things around before VQ\QM[ _Q\PQV I Å^MKW]V\a IZMI IVL QVKT]LM[ IV IK]\M KIZM
it’s too late.”
hospital, Rutgers Cancer Institute of New Jersey Hamilton,
According to The White House Task Force on Childhood INÅTQI\MLUMLQKITOZW]X[[Q`4ISM^QM_+PQTL+MV\MZ[IVL\PM
Obesity, more than half of obese children become overweight RWJ Fitness & Wellness Center. Q

WAITING FOR
changes

lays of the employee as the business does not have to provide
JMVMÅ\[\WI\MUXWZIZa[\INN UMUJMZ)LLQ\QWVITTaJZQVOQVO
in temporary staff may reduce other overhead costs such as
the need for overtime for regular, full-time employees. While
the cost per-hour may be more than the per-hour cost of a
full-time employee, temporary staff can be used as needed
without an obligation of a 40-hour workweek irrespective of
if the work exists.
Temporary staff can be used as needed. A short term
project needing extra hands or someone out on sick leave is
just two of the many reasons to use a ‘temp.’
In a study done this year by Spherion in conjunction with
Ernst & Young, it was determined that the administrative cost
of the Affordable Care Act for businesses employing 50 or
more people will be $500 per employee. No matter the size of
your business, that is going to be painful. This applies to temporary workers as well but that administrative burden would
be handled by the agency.
Temporary workers can also reduce overall operating
costs for the business as the unemployment claims rate of the
business will not be raised due to letting go of temporary. Reductions to other costs such as business insurance and workers
compensation insurance are another nice perk.
Employment in Monmouth County had not been as hard
hit as in many other areas.
While Hurricane Sandy forced many businesses to close either
temporarily or permanently, the employment surge she caused
has made up for it. The cleanup and rebuilding efforts have
made for many new jobs in our area.
;\INÅVO IOMVKQM[ WNNMZ KWV\MVLMZ[ NZWU ITT TM^MT[ \PM
opportunity to gain access to companies on a temporary or
temporary-¬ to- hire basis on assignments that can last anywhere from one day to six months or longer; or on a full-time
JI[Q[5IVaUIRWZKWUXIVQM[][M[\INÅVOIOMVKQM[<PMaÅTT
positions from administrative assistants up through the Chief
-`MK]\Q^M7NÅKMZ
1VUIVaKI[M[[\INÅVOIOMVKQM[_QTTWNNMZPMIT\PJMVMÅ\[\W
a temp employee with them for over 60 days. This is a great
JMVMÅ\\W\PMMUXTWaMM_PWUIaVW\OM\\PQ[JMVMÅ\I[I\MUporary worker hired directly without the use of an agency.
<PM[\INÅVOIOMVKaIJ[WZJ[\PMXIaZWTTWV\PM\MUXWZIZa
employees and oft times allow the employer to use a credit
KIZLNWZ\PMM`XMV[M<PQ[Q[IOZMI\KI[PÆW_IQL;XPMZQWV
offers full payroll service to clients. For companies who do their
own payroll, this could save you hefty bookkeeping expenses.
To those who use payroll services, it may be more convenient
to have the hiring and payroll under one roof.
)KKWZLQVO\W<PM)UMZQKIV;\INÅVO)[[WKQI\QWV¹;\INÅVO
ÅZU[VI\QWV_QLMKWTTMK\Q^MTaMUXTWaIVI^MZIOMWN UQTTQWV
_WZSMZ[LIQTaIKZW[[ITTQVL][\ZQM[XZW^QLQVO_WZSNWZKMÆM`Qbility and access to talent to businesses like yours. They also
WNNMZKWUXM\Q\Q^M_IOM[IVLJMVMÅ\[\WI\\ZIK\\PMJM[\\ITMV\
and provide free training to millions of temporary, contract,
and permanent employees each year.”
Whether you are searching for your perfect career move or
PQZQVO[\INNI[\INÅVOIOMVKa[MMU[TQSMI_Q[MQV^M[\UMV\QV
your time and money. Q
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